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C. HOSPITAL 'Canal Connecting Mississippi
HAD 809 PATIENTS Valley by Way of Tennessee River
• DURING YEAR, 1907 With Gulf of Mexico Near Florida.
t.
Association Treate4 Total ot Alabama and Georgia River
12.16.1 Employs. of Whom Cities Much interested in
139 Were Here. Plan, Which Would Carry
Central States' Shipping.
Comt of Institution Was $44,-
V38.07 for Year.. Everybody is talking about a deep
Waterway to connect tbe great- ern
tral valley with the Atlantic ocean by.
an all water route, milkiest to lueet
SOME IMPROVEMENTS ARE MADE the neede of the producing regioe
- when the Panama canal ts finished.
but Mr. .1. S. Waiecker has brought
back with him from Columbus. Ga.,A: summary of the annual report of
Dr. D. G. Murrell, chief surgeon for 
a proposition he heard of there, which
the Illinois (-Petrel limmital amidst- --
has never before been exploited in
this Motion, although it wouldenakelion, shows that a grand total of 12,-
4e4 patients were treated by the pity-
the
Paducah the gateway to the south for
entire Miesies.ppi valley.sheens of the ansuclielon during 1907,i 
ithe grand 104*) of - eepeeeee being! n a general way. the scheme is to
condect the Tennessee and Alabama.$44.93h07.. or an average cost of
rivers and the Alabama 'Irltd Chatta-$3 00 for each patient treated. The
eourhse rivers with short canals andexpenditures show an lucre-age over
Imo year caused by *openers incurred carry all the wealth of the Mississippi
44-. I in building granitoid sidewalks valley through the Tennessee. Ala-
"IP around the hospital property. i bama, Chartaeocwhee and Agalachl-
tX the total number of patients ettla rivers lut° the Gulf of Mexico
treated. 601 were at the Paducah hose miles and miles nearer the Atlantis
peat. 519 being white' patients and °est" than lei Nine/ Orleans- "le dls-
ye., colored. 439 were treated at lance is shortened by computing the
long way Wont the mouth of the Mi..-homes in Paducite the balance
Long treated by the hospital phy-ske,alesippi river into the Atlantic ocean
lacer in Louisville, Memphis, Central Past Florida, the route necessary to
City. leultetn and other pieties. The be traversed to reach the Panama
avenge duration pt the sickness of canal.
_emit patient was 12.1s days. I. The cost of canalising the Misse-
lessisseer gales. .sippi will be immense, and it present.
Engineer V. 0. King fell from his engineering problems. principally con.
engine wirier switching in the Illinois cerned with the prevention of the ac.
Central yords about 1:3.0 o'clock this cumulation of sediment, never before
morning. and his -beck was bruised eneountered. What the Tennessee
'by striking g rail. The accidele was r.ver route would mean for Paducah.
eeiteri-edliy- ___a_liCiariield-ennelltie-al4e ef ineardirig -the entrance, -es asevirtain -
the cab giving Away. He went to it,. able at a glance, and Mr. Illeecker
hospital and the injury was treated that Georgia and Alabama areR1..
by Dr. Illitos, after which he was, °roughly aroused over .the subject 
eet
able to go to hie home on Madieon los 
J 
interne s.. Vtlostitelvtille .eAllsehe.river
-street. - He CO be Igld . up sevettaltee-iitioned are navigable, and they seedare. - a vision of the wealth from the sipperQ. P. jbliwia. Aimless& . Of the roseben alike Missouri at the. foot‘of
general Vienne* esiaimittee of the ithe rtickies. the Minnesota country.itrotheetood of Railway eCarmenetend 4e4, products of the Ohio valley.
.west to Melilla/la this morning on otn- floating past thief cities to the gulf.
They have raised eine items of money
by voluntary contribution, just to ad-darner Kaider. volts. )w'-.plan, and competent elle-Miss (eerie Kinder died yesterday Deers have pronounced It feasible.afternoon at her home. 150 1 South The Tennessee rivet. bites IntoFourth street. after a long thane of northern Alabama and turns north-tuberculosis Misr Kinder wai 21 ward a short distance from the Ala-years 0:(1 The funeral WAS held this barns. The latter river runs elope toafternoon at e o'clock at the reerdence the Georgia line not ter from the
_ of her father, Mr. J. W. 
Kinder. _The
Chattahoochee, which is navigable tobared ase he Oak Grove cemetery.
Columbus. The Chattahootlyee Is trib-
utary to the Apeladalcolo which emp-
ilea_ tem the gulf in .western Florida.,
the bustneet.
Puseriligee Webbed.
liturgist. Ky. Feb. 15 eitgects1.1
- Tbe postorte was robbed during
the night and $160 was taken. The
safe was blown open. There is no
clew
uresew latest.
The Infant et Mr and, lam; W. II
Mesrew. of LOD. Oak. died lea -eight.
The funeral arereices will be bold to
morrow Morning at lo o'clock. The.
burial will be at Lone Oak.
Mr. B. W. Cornelison hos gone to
St. Louis on a-IstIstneft Trip.
PADUCAH RETAIL
MERCHANTS WILL
BE HOST TONIGHT
Paducah Retell Mci-chaos' associa-
tion will be boat tonight.at the We-
mallet club, Kentucky avenue near
Sixth street. to the McCracken County
Medical emaciation, :he country mer-
chants,. the grocers' association and
the retail coal dealers. Refreshments
will .be served and several matters of
interest to all concerned will be
!
broached.
In addition Mr N %I Burns, of St.
Louis, will deliver an addrees on the
deep waterway.
BULL FIGHT TOO MUCH
Untie Peru. Feb. 25.---All Lena
was gasping last night over the action*
of Use three American rear admirals--
Thomas, Sperry and Emory-who Mb-
ruptiy left President Pardo's private
box after the killing of the -fourth
bull in the bull fight which was ape
cially arranged for the officers and
men of Admiral Evans' fleet. The
wouading of a matador seemed to
have a depressing effect upon Admiral
Thomas, and until he left, he shifted
uneasily IS his seat and seemed to be
lookine for a chance to get away.
Malty, at the end of the fourth' bull
t
eght, he arose abi-uptly and, motion.
log-to-Ms -follow ad-Mints, -TeTt tWe
box,
VANDERCOOK SEEKS
AN INVESTIGATION
-
New York, Feb. 2,5.-John Van-
dereook, president of the United Press
association, today wrote to Speaker
'union. asking hite for a complete
inveralgation of the charges concer.h-
inithe connection between the Elec-
tric Boat company, newspaper repre-
sentatives and members of congress.
He said the United Press reporteet
who admitted accepting the boat com-
pany's money tor an article he circu-
lated last August among Sunday pa-
tois not connected with the United
Press, has been dismissed. Mr. Van-
der000k said. "We cannot believe con-
gress will hesitate to clear up the
graver charges in which it is involved.
Services of tile sasociation will be at
Your command in this matter."
AUNT Ellin SPANN SAW THE LORD
HAD MADE AN ARK OF HER HABITATION
e!"-Tf&ililgelieleh-fiN4ftights.
Streeta in the melba of the city
in the neighborhood of Fifteenth and
Trimble streets were dark last nigh'
nnte 7:34. o'clock, because of an open.
(en ult As soon as the trouble ea,
noticed J. 0 Keebler. superintendent
of the city electric plant, and several
employes started , out to find the
break. At Fifteenth and Trimble
streets a wire had been burned le
crossing with another wire. The
lights on the circuit were off about an
hour sad &half.
WELL REMEMBERED
Mrs Mete !semen, of Fourth and
Washington streies, state reprownta-
Ilse of the auxiliary of the Woodmen
of the World, has been presented
w.th four handsome banners by the
imprenle forester. Mrs. Enema B.
Manchester. of Omaha. Neb. M.rs Rie-
man heels the position of outs-erne
attendant and is laterested In the Mau
cheesier Drove. No. Ili, auxiliary. The
banners represent Love, Wisdom.
Power and Remembrance. Mee. Man-
chester sent the Manchester grove a
large picture for the lodge room.
HOME FOR CHILDREN
This afternoon the booed of lade'
managers of the Home of the Friend-
less sell meet and consider four apple.
cations from people desiring to adopt
children, The Ms Joyner children.
whose mother. Mr*. ()retie. Joyner
711ed several weeks ago on a shanty-
best of pneumonia, are still at the
horn.. The two 11-year-old boys are
or. r the age limit of the home stet
thee will tea given good homes as soot,
as possible. The four younger chil-
dren have been ill since they were
eee, to the home, and they will be
She Deeliaed to Leave Her
River Side Shanty JntilShe
Had a Sign.itut Was 1 arried
Ashore Protesting.
IOW dila house. Ler ms ge Lee Mei go," moaned the old woman as she
I was teed away'. lier mind is clegrly
luabalanced and her rehears proba-
bly will ask the court to order bet' to
the asylum.
"De I,awd gwine tell me ter move
to I leabes d:s house." violently ex-
claimed "Aunt Emma" Spann, as she
fought off Alex Spann, her grandeoe,
who was attempting to rescue the old
/*omen from her shanty which the
rapidly rising river was about to
sweep away at the foot of Clay
street this Morning.
The old woman built the house'
with her own hands last summer, us-
ing bits of plank that she found lying
in alleys and caught floating down
the river, and as the portion of "no
man's property" at the river bank
was already crowded with "lean to"
shanties, uhe was forced to lot-ate
her deer too near the river. During
the last few days the water has been
gradually °reeving toward the frail
house but We old wertnan refused to
move out claiming that Divine _Prov-
idence would warn her M move when
in danger.
At daylight this morning the water
had alreede covered the floor of the
shanty, but still no summons had
come from "de Lewd," and the old
woman held the fort. Her grandson,
who la a trusted eniploye of the city.,
railway company.- was semmoned, bat
she held out agile-1st his entreaties,
and seeing thet site would be swept
away by the river. he waded out and
by ewes brought the screaming old
woman to the bank. Placing her In
the care of some other colored peo-
ple. Spann waded back and rescuSil
the niesere heiseshold effects, and Do
sooner hail be reached a {idiot of
safety than the 11411. dimity began to
fleet down tie. over
,
TAFT HAS ACcEPTED.
Presidential Candidate Wil Addrea,
Bar Association.
NaeltvIlle, Tenn , Feb. 26. -Judge
William H.. Taft has aocepted an in-
vitation to deliver the annual address
of the State Bar mociation, during
its meeting :u this city, May 21, 22.
31.
SALOON LICENSE
BILL PASSED BY
KY. .STATE SENATE
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 25 -(Spe-
elat) tbe house thia morning
practically the entire time was taken.
up with the McChord tobacco bill dis-
cussion. The senate passed the hill
to force the plaintiff In a suit for Ube.
against newspapers to bring suit in
the county where libel ewes published
or In the plaintiff's county, or where
the alleged libel occurred.
is, the Rent *melon Beckham re-
ceived 56, Bradley 56 and scattering
5, necessary to elect 59 Before he
east his vote Senator Maxwell read a
telegram from 011ie James, wrgeng
that his nano be withdrawn from the
'senatorial race, and stating he was
not • emendate He askeeehee Demo-
crats to vote for Beckham
The eeriste passed a bill, allowing
Cities Of the second clam to raise Ike
GRAITES COUNTY 1Night Riders Have Invaded One
COMMITTEEMEN Purchase County and Burned One
LINE UP FOR TAFT Barn, After Sending Out Warnings.
At Meeting Yesterday Eigh-
teen of Twenty-two Took
His Side of Contest.
Rural Carriers Lose Positions
After Starting Trouble,
MASS I.XJNVENTION CALLED
Mayfield, Ky.. Feb. 25. (Special.)
-How strong the Taft sentiment is
In Graves 'county was maulfested
when, at a meeting of Lb.' Republican
committee yesterday, eigbteen of the
twenty-two members pronounced for
him. There are nine vacancies to be
tilled, the committee being composed
thirty-one, when all precintes are
represented.
i Although the chairman called this
meeting In regular form, and the coin
millet. decided to hold a mass con-
vention March 9 to choose delegates
It) the district convention, James Hap-
py, the self-constituted secretary,
called a rump meeting for th's after-
noon and he and the four Fairbanks
committeemen probably .will call •
precinct delegate convention.
One of the efforts of Mr. Happy to
break down the Influence of the ref-
eree of federal patronage in this coun-
ty, ended disastrously when orders
were received today, dificharging cur-
•l route carriers in this county, who
had themselves preferred charges
against Postmaster L. W. Key. Mr.
Key. was_ exonerated by the depart-
_
At Murray, Postmaster 'A. Deems
tits Item exonerated In a similar man-
ner ane acme of his rural carriers
discharged -
ASH GD,VIJIIIOR'S AID
The Paducah High School Alumni
association Ilea asked Governor Will-
son to set aside another day in addi-
tion to the usual Arbor Day for Us&
school children to plant trees, and also
requested him to write a letter, ad-
dressed te the children of the state
urging children to take an interest it.
the work of forestry. The letter was
forwarded to Frankfort this week.
PLOT AGAINST CHURCH
---
Chicago. 'Feb. 2.5.-That a society
exists with warfare on the church as
its aim is the conviction of Rigid
Rev. Edward M. Dunne, chaecellOr of
the archdiocese of Chicago. Dunne
said that he believed that Alto, who
killed the priest in Denver Sunday,
received his inspiration to murder at
meeting of the society in Chicago
on Deeember 15. last. Dunne also
says he was told by competent as
thority that Alio was in ielleago at
that Um*: Aistaliti: *is informed by
several Italia, priests that a mai.
answering the description of the as-
sassin had been Keen in several Chi-
cago Roman Catholic churches.
CARA JONES IS IN
BAD CONDITION AT
CITY HOSPITAL
Injuries more serious than at first
thougbt wet-.' sustained by Cora
Jones. who with Rosa Butt rum yes-
terday was oti the elevated walk
when it was. knocked down by a de-
railed car at the Paducah Box and
Basket factor) Her skull was fract-
ured over the right eye, and the; more
mg an operation was performed at
Riverside hoolital by Dr. H. P
Sights. When removed from the de-
bris yesterday meaning the Jones girl
was unconticieue, but she revive-4
shortly. •nd taken to her home, 50-4
Elisabeth street. Last night she be-
-ewe unconecksus again, and a care-
ful examination revealed that the
skull was freettired. She was taken
to Riverside bete-rest this morning.
Rosa Buttrum, who had her left
arm and right beg looker). and her
left leg dislocated at the hip. ie rest-
ing well at the hospital and the doc-
tors ate hopeful of her recovery.
Both girls have permits toework
from County Judge Lightfoot, and
for des pest two years Jap Toner
-1107retarY of tee Offerer club, has
Reign the families aM Refer.. work -
lag at the basket factory the. girls
were employed at other factorise, as
their earnings were necessary for the
support of the, faselies. Rosa Ret-
ie-rim la 14 years old and ()bra Jones
Brandon Hurt Says Forty EIGHT HOUR LAW
Masked Men Rode Gut From
Graves County Line and
Fired Six Shots.
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 25. (Special.)
-eeght riders have Invaded The Pur-
chase; According to the statement of
Brandon Hurt, the independent plant-
er, whose empty tobacco barn was
burned Saturday night, the work was-
done by forty or fifty masked men,
who rode up from the direction of the
Graves county line a short distance
from Kirksey. They fired six shots
but did not hit anyone.
Every non-association farmer near
Kirksey and around the Graves and
Calloway line has received a warning
from night riders, and that is what
caused Mr. Hurt to sell his tobacco in
haste and deliver it. He Met only the
building. Trouble has been brewing
In that section for some time. Mr.
Hurt did not recognise any of ...the
men, and it is not known whether or
not they came from acroee the river.
As the crow flies, Kieksey is about
eight miles from Murray and fifteen
miles from Mayfield, lying almost be-
tween them and 35 miles from Padu-
cah.
d
Another. Pin.
Kirksey was the scene of another
fire last. nightwhen the store of Clint
Drinkard was destroyed with a loss Of
$4,100.' No-one was seen putting Lim
torch to the building, but inoendiarY-
ism is suspected. Driekard was for-
merly constable and deputy sheriff.
DEMOCRATS NAME
EQUITY SOCIETY
MAN IN MASON CO.
May/vine, Feb. 16.-(81seelal.)-
S. A. Shanklin. president of the So-
ciety of Equity: was nominated for
the legislature by the Democrats. The
Republicans will choose this after-
100013.
CHINESE TONO WAR
New York, Feb. 26..-Ah Foon,
said to be New York's richest (Nina-
man, was shot e.ariy today as he la)
in bed. Physicians think be will die
Police believe a long war has been re-
opened. However, robbery may have
been the motive. His small:int es-
caped...
Passengers Not Disturbed.
Larido, Tex., Feb. 25.-The bag-
gage car and diner of Gates' tourist
special weer derailed because of a
broken eale,ttel tales north of here
last night, on the International and
Great Northern. A porter and cook
were slightly injured. Passengers
were undisturtek
ellieT BE IN WRITING.
Bishop Of Northern Nebraska Makes
Ruling Regarding Marriage,
Omaha, Neb. Feb. 25.- Bishop
Richard illournell, of the Catholic dio-
cese of Northern Nebraska, has made
a ruling for his diocese that all mar-
riage engagemente must be made In
writing and witnessed by two persons
before priests will be permitted to
perform the marriage ceremony. He
declares engagements have come to be
looked upon so lightly that this rul-
ing becomes necessary. It is effete
live after Easter Sunday.
MEXICAN SUGAR CORNERED,
.4enociation Pure-base Entire Output'
of Republic's MWe.
City of Mexico, Feb. 25.-- The'
Sugar Producers' Association of Hex-
er), which controls the sugar output
and market of Mexico, has purchased
the entire output of the sugar netts
Of this country for the present season
The association will export approx.-.
mately 25.400;000 pounds of sugar
The total production is esemated at
250.000O0.0 pounds. The association
will advance the price of the product
shout May I. when the present sea-
son's output is finished.
LILLEY MARES CHAROE
Washington. Feb 25 +Representa-
tive 1,111ey today tiled with the house)
eornmittee on rules a brief. setting
forth charges that the Electric Boat
company hart exec-teed improper lie
fluenee In the matter of submarine
boat leglelation before the house cow
GETS CONTRACTORS
INTO DIFFICULTY
Charged with woe Leg employes
-more than eight home on government
work. V. Carpenter, J. D. Walker,
Chester Bondurant and Daniel Wil-
son, contractors who have been con-
structing a levee near Hickman, were
cited to appear before Armour Gard-
ner, United Metes comeessioner, by
Elwood Neel. depute United States
marshal. All are prominent contract:
orw, and owing to the rush of work,
only one trial will be held every three
Mr. Walker arrived this afternoon an/
will have his trial. Marshal Neel re-
turned from Hickman this morning,
where he met the contractors by
agreement.
This afternoon Mr. Johnson was
before Commissioner Gardner, and
he waived examination The bond wog
fixed at $300.
Couldn't Stand It,
Owensboro, Ky., Feb. 25:-(Spe-
cial.)-Myrtie Oglesby, a 17-year-old
girl, who jumped in a well and, corn
mitted suicide, killed herself because
her aunt accused her without cause
of stealing some JEWelry.
THREE GOOD R5C114 MEW
AT AVDITORIUM RINK.
Lashoight at the Auditorium rink,
three races were pulled off, with three
entries in each race. The Area race
was won by Cert. Wilhelm, Maurice
Legerwahl second and "Buddy"
Starks third. The second race was
won by Clyde Templeton, Jim Shel-
-toweeeoneine in emend. and Einetigliek
Miller th.rd. The third race was won
by Charles lenders, Henry Leake_ sec-
ond, and Charlie Rieman third.
MISUNDERSTOOD
Henderson, Ky., Feb. 25.-(Spe-
cial.)-T. R. J. Brown, a life insur-
ance agent, was stabbed probably fa-
tally, by John Holmes, a,coal miner,
who thought Brown had insulted his
Wife because when she complained of
hard times he hoped she would soon
be "on easy street."
BECKHAM WRITES
ANOTHER LETTER
TO HIS OPPONENT
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 85. (Special.)
-In a letter addressed to Bradley,
Beckham admits that Speaker Gooch
arbitrarily adjourned the house to
prevent a report on the contest cases
yesterday, and say* he applauds the
speaker for the act.
H* letter renews the proposition to
have only perfunctory ballots until
the county unit bill is disposed of,
and charges Bradley with haring
made a deal with the whisky inter-
ests.
Grain Market.
9t. Louis, Feb. *b.-Wheat, 9814.
corn, 574.4 ; oats, 53,
WEATHER.
cNflNtED II A I NC
Raise this aft..rin..An and ("night
with 'Ade,* In Meet eerlkifl. Wishur.
(Is) bolt and dt1y e..1.14.r, H404.0
temperature reilluldsy, 30; beam to-
"RACES ON FOURTH
ARE ASSURED BY
THE MATINEE CLUB
Enthusiasm Marks Annual
Meeting of Organization at
Commercial Club.
lines Reduced and Larger
Membership is Certain.
OLD OFFICERS RE-ELECFF311
Euthuslasm abounded at the meet-
ing of the members of the Paducah ,
Matinee club yesterday afternoon at
the Commercial club headquarters,
when all the old officers were re-
elected unalmously, and the plans foe
this year were discussed, The Pros-
pect for a successful year could not
be any rosier.
As planned, a big meet will be held
beginning July 4 and continuing sev-
eral days, This wIllsmake a glorious
Fourth for Paducah, and the officers
feel that it will all a long felt need.
Then a fall meet will be held% and the
directors are satisfied there will Iss.
douele this untie number of horses
entered this year. Since the close of
the last meet-people of the city have
been keeping their eyes open, and
many fine horses have been secured.
With this elaborate display of horse
flesh Paducah will derive much atten-
tion all over the state.
Owing to the good financial-condi*
Lion of the club the dues of the club
have been reduced from 130 to $20
a year. With this decreeme,jnany
more eamei Will be added to the
membership roll. With sum"
of money the fair ground track can
be made into one of the, best hale
mile tracks -of the country4 .•-
Directors for this year were elected
as follows: Messrs. A. S. Tkompson,
R. W. Tully John W. Esther, Ben
,Weille, r. J. Stable°. L. dregery Miff
George H. Goodman. The officers re-
elected for this year are: President,
A. S. Thompson; vice-president, R. W.
Tully; secretary, George H. Goodman.
The year was a successful one for
the club, and with the prestige gained
1908 will make it a hummer. Last
year over $1.000 was spent on the
improvement of the track. Many fine
horses were brought to Paducah, and
since this city has become the home
of some of the fastest trotters. That
interest during this year will be keen
is certain, as the pacing and trotting
records were smashed to smithereens.
SHERIFFS REPORT
0. K. ---WISH TO
KNOW HIS REWARD
In making the settlement with
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie for the past
fiscal year the question arm* before
the fiscal court today whether or not
the sheriff should Include in his set-
tlement a statement Of how much he
has made out of the office for the lost
year. that the court may determine
I! be has made a eatery of more than
the statutory $5,000, over and above
exheoses, and at 2:3e o'clock the
court and attorneys were s1111 thresh-
ing over the qaestion.
Attorneys Wheeler, Hughes k Ber-
ry, who represent Sheriff Ogilvie at
the settlement, contend that the mat-
ter of the eheriff's salary is to be der-
termined by the auditor, who may or-
der the state inspector to make an
investigation. it nereseary, while
County Attorney Barkley argues that
it is the duty of the county offigials.
The report of the sheriff in regard
to the amount of taxes due and col-
lected was accepted. The re-
port shows that the sheriff has col-
lected a total of $104.713.46, and is
entitled to commissions or $4.458.5-4.
Ile has paid into the state and county
funds the sum of $106,116.112, 111111•1241
a total amount due the state. when
:he amount of poll tax collected is
added of $a3,017 62, for which he
tendered h s (heck The total amount
of deliteptent taxes is $21,277. while
of the 3 127 mills assessed 278 are
delinquent
The question of whether or not the
sheriff should report to the fiecal
court the emoluments of the office for
the year la a new one, as all previous
settlements have been made without
such a report.
FRENCH RECEIVER
_
Paris, Feb 2 - A sequsstrator has
been appointee ie the court to take
-barge of the Mutual Remove Ulte
Ism repo') 4011Manv et (Vallee 11 01Pleh, .
•
•00.-
X
..01111•1,
r",' For Coughs
I Never hesitate to ask your doctor about
jAyer 's Cherry Pectoral. It is a regular medi-cine, a strong medicine, a doctor's medicine.
,
,
years
of
over
Ayer, s Cherry Pectoral
REVISED FORMULA
It would be very interesting to know how manj
your family physician has prescribed Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral for coughs, colds, and all forms
lung troubles. Ask him the next time you see
him. We know physicians who have used it for
half a century.
Free from Alcohol
1. C. AVER CO., M•nut•curing Chemists, Lowell, Mass.
t-
- --- ----
...- • W. B. PARR_ISH
I. ,,.. :'4 •:, )
'
iT.
0 '...447--10. L • JEWELL& II i• 4 ....- .,....
-*•1 - ;--sl -. cy ' Repairing A Sipecialty
,
_ 522 Broadway Paducah,
—
Choke
Carnations,
Funeral
of
[SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phone3 192.
Green' Houses 50,000 Feet of Glass
Out Rosiest, per dozen __.--ip. $1.Qo
per dozen 
.........._-----.
Cyclamens and Primroses In bloom, pot plants.
work and decorations a specialty. We have the largest line
Pot Plants in the city. Write for our 1908 Catalogue. Free de-
livery in any part of the city.
-
s
I
Buy
Promptness
Call
Your Coal of the New Coal Company
us .
MITCHELL 4 BROWNING
823 Harri3on Street
and satisfaction guaranteed. Try
95-ae convinced.
Old Phone 
a5nd b
New Phone 159
,
&he Kentucky
THURSDAY NIGHT
FEBRUARY . .
HENRY B. HARRIS
._ 
Pre3ents
Charles Klein's
- Great
American
sv.....1...., 
Play
vv-r#14 0005
V
The .V°_:111
Success ...
of the C.-
Century
v0111
,
Two Years in New York
Nine Months i o Chicago
Six Months in Boston
Prices $1.50 to 25c
Seats on Sale Wednesday 9 a. m.
!REELECT MEMBERS
OF HEALTH BOARD
Jame* P. Sleeth and Dr. C.
Brothers Named Again.
utinutuutee Will Ark Illinoi. (amine
te liaise Some feegard for Pa-
dawals;p- Wedfate._
ALDEMMEN MET LAST NIGHT
At a joint mooting of the general
eouircil immediately after the ad-
journment of the aidermen last night
two 'members to the board 'of health.
James P. Slteth and Dr. C. H.
Brothers, were re-elected. Other DOM-
'Illations were Dr. It E. Hearn ami
W. B. Mciftieraon.
Mayor James P. Smith was given
The power to renew the city's notes
that are now due from 1907.
Ily the request ef the mayor a
centtuittte of DAV Irons eacelmard
was appointed .to act with the mayor
to see tait'oMcials of the Illinois Oen
tral cud find- out if.the work of re-
pairing cars and engines for division
centering In Paducah. now being done
In Chicago, can tint be done in this
city as well, as it means much to Pa-
ducah.
The committee Is composed of
Aldermen Sherrtell. Stewart and Chun-
Win and Councienen Wilson, Toting
sad Duvall.
Aldermen Meet •
At the aldermen's meeting last
night not much new business was
oaken up. All members were present
het Mr. Chamblin.
The cigar manufacturers of the
city.gomplained that they had to pas
toe high a license, ast_pe price of to-
%gee* had gode up. 'They ask that
their license of frili be reduced. The
matter was referred to the ordinance
committee and the city steleiter. On
motion of Alderman Miller their !t-
eem* was reduced to $10 a year. like
the merchants' license.
The amendment to section 3 of the
vehicle -Ordinance, providing that city
hack owners may charge $4 for fu-
nerals ,Instead of $2.50, was referred
back to the ordinance .Consmittee te
he drawn up more carefully.
X.treifflon.-from roe property Own-
eri on the east side of Pifteenth street
''etween Clay and TrOtible streets to committee. 
Thetransfer of the saloon license
of Lowe & Johnson from 113 South
Second street to ::oy South Ninth
street was granted. •
Stomach Troublt
Cured at Eighty
Mr. Zeus Thorp,of Hutchinson,
Kansas. Who is 80 Years
Old, After Suffering Years
from Stomach Trouble.
Weak Heart and Poor
Clrculation.was Cured
by Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey.
In a recent letter Mr. Thorp
Wrote : I have been suffering for
the last five years hunt stuinach
trouble, weak heart and poor circula-
tion of blood. 1 doctored with the
best three doctors I could find during
two years, but received no relief. I
was advised very strongly not to use
any whiskey, and for two years went
without it, but found that I would,
have to go back to Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey, which I had begun
to use at the time I was doctoring.
I have improved right along, and
know that, taken in medicinal doses,
such as you prescribe, it does mc
god. I am over eighty sears of age,
and shall use your tunic stimulant
the rest of my life."
Deffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
N an absolutely pure distillation of
malted grain; great care being used
to have every kernel thoroughly
malted, thus destroying the germ and
producffig a predigested liquid food in
the form ol a malt essence, which
is the must effective tonic stimulant
and.invigorator known to science;
softened by warmth and moisture,
its palatability and freedom from in-
jurious substances' render_ it so that
it can be_retained by the must sensi-
tive stomach.
Sold by druggists, grocers and
dealers or direct. $1 a bottle. Illus-
trated medical booklet containing a
few of the many convincirik testi-
monials received from grateful men
and women who have been cured,
and doctors advice free. Duffy
Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N.Y.
put in concrete walks was read and
the action of the lower timed was
concurred In. and the petition uas re-
eAed and filed.
Notice was received (bat the water
mains on Harrison street between
ven'a and . Twelfth streets haa
been laid and one fire plug put In.
It was received and filed and the
water plug placed on the city rent
roll.
The action Of the lower board in
regard t,i !he improvement of partq
LYDIA, Z.
PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
LYDIA E PlNKHAM
No other medicine for 'Woman's
ills in the world has received such
viide-spread and unqualified en-
dorsement as has Lydia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound, made
from native roots and barbs.
No other medicine has such a
record of success for woman's dis-
eases, or such hosts of grateful
friends as has Lydia F. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
For more than 30 years it has been
the standard remedy for feminine
Intfiunmation, Ulceration, and
consequent Spinal Weakness.
It has relieved more caws of Back-
ache and Local Weaknesses than
any other one remedy. It dissolves
and expels tumors in an early stage
of development.
Irregularities and periodic pains,
Weakness of the Stomach, Indiges-
tion, Bloating, Nervous Prostration,
Headache, General Debility, quickly
yield to it also deranged organs,
causing pain, dragging sensations
and backache. Under all circum-
stances it acts in harrdony with the
female system.
It removes that wearing feeling,
extreme lassitude, "don't care" Mid
a want - tn - be - left - alone" feeling,
excitability irri tab ility, ne rvonatiess,
dizziness, faintnese, sleeplessness,
flat ulencymelancholy or the" blues."
'fuse are indications, of Feminine
disorders, which this medicine over-
comes as well as slight derangement
of the Kidneys of either sex.
Women who are sick and want to
get well shoubi refuse to accept any
substit,ute for Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
of the city hall was concurred In.
The are and police commissioners
stated that the fire alarm system is in
need of repairs, which could be made
at an expense of $1 2-5. The.lniater
was referred to the fire and police
A protest from the resident.. of
against the city granting a
liquor license to any one to do busi-
ness in that section of the city was
received and flied.
James Meagan was granted a deed
to lot 17, block 43 in Oak - Grove
tent. e-
lm matter of L. S. DuBois &slags
that be bir andaret.T.teSttlat 1114-41-
,tructIon of a two-story frame addi-
tion to his building at 412 -Broad-
way was referred to the chief of the
fire department, city solicitor and the
city engineer With power to act.
The Action of Mayor Smith in ap-
',Mattes James Campbell. Jr.. city
solicitor for a term of four years.
commencing the first Tuesday In Jan-
uary. 1905, was ratified by the board.
The resolutions of respect to the
trieurory of the late Clarence Cham-
hula son of Alderman C. H Chamblin,
were read by Alderman Miller and
they were received and ordered to be
spread on the minutes, and a copy
sent to Alderman Chaniblin and thr
family.
The board of public works asked
that (he 'brdinance hs changed re-
(latrine a coscrete- curb on Broadway
and Jefferson streets. -when they are
Paved, so that ItmestOne may be put
In on Broadway. as there is already a
limestone curb a great deal of which
can be used again and 50 cents pis
foot be saved. On Jefferson street
a granite curb wil be put in Granite
will give better service than concrete.
The matter was referred to the ordi-
nance eommIttee.
An ordinance wars ordered brought
in preventing any one skating on the
sidewalks on roller skates. All were
Tit favor of this motion except Alder
man Stewarty but the motion was
carried. •
The Daughters of the American
Revolution ask that the city stet up
two. drinking fountains they have
provided, but as It could not de-
cide-where to put them the matter
was dropped temporarily.
The improvement and cemeterb
committee has ordered put tip a wall-
ing room at Oak Grove cemetery. as
was ordered by the board some time
ago, at 'a cost of 11 1,904h
MRS CURED IN 0 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
-eure any case of Itehlag.illird. Bleed-
ing or Protruding Ma in 6 to Is
days or money rstuaded. I0a.
"But why do you wish so many
closets " asked the puzzled smell
tect. "I want you to understand,"
replied the lady with dignity, "that If
our family lan't•very old It has more
skeletons than any other in the social
let neh ."--Pti ladelphia Ledger,
e.
Unless a man make. a woman jealt
ous he will never know how mean she
can tr.
Tee greatest gain In any I.fe Is
the loss of greed,
Sts. .... mammal& willtoribmi
THEATRICAL NOTES
. and the Mouse."
"The Lion and the Meuse' which
Henry B. Berries wit present in this
city at The Kentucky Thursday see-n-
ow. is an ALUOILCall PLAY ever:else)
and conspicuously such and based up-
on a theme which has net been before
exploited dramatically. It deals dl-
r.cely with a subject which at the
present moment isirery much in the
public mind,- -the corvalition of tra-
nce and legislation by the poster of
combined money making organize-
talons and the dominance of unscrupu-
lous kings of finance.
"The Maw of the Huoir...
The Globe-Delete-rat savv: That the
Praise whlch greeted tho first appear-
ante of "The Man of the Hour" was
merited is apiroved by the fact that
he is with us again after a tour of the
country that has been exceedingly suc-
cessful. In all the large cities, and
no doubt sonic of the smaller ones,
his great sermon against graft-a
powerful and absorbing perinea --has
been preached and the people have
applauded it and pronounskd it whole.-
some in material and in the lead of
most dramatic efforts in so far as in-
tertla is concerned. Last night it was
again delivered. before a A. LOUIS
congregation. at the Olyniplre, atol was
given a greeting that would hate hon-
ored a brand-new effort
':The Man of the Hour" deals with
materials that are familiar to (-very
one who reads the American newspa-
pers and takes sti interest in munici-
pal government. We are all familiar
with the ways of grafters( and have
met the sort of men who figure in the
play; base seen them trapped just
as therare in the play; and have seen
them punished more severely than
those In the play aro. Se it-.044146
like a story of our neighbors aud in-
terests us just as much._ The nearest
approach to a stranger its the cast
is the heroic "man of the hour" him-
delf.• His type Must strike its.. juorS
cynical as anoir.ta.r too ideal, but It
Is worth while for amusement pur-
poses In spite of that. He la sweets-
sary, too, as a foil to grafters. Added
to ;Is political interest, the play_ has
a love story that in itself is very much
worth telling, said it has some very
(Neeer comedy to offset the scenes
which oseaslonally make one think
of stormy sessions ia our own house
of delegates. In all It is one of the_
best playa of the hour, and can be
highly recommended to all claimed-
- The piece is in verY utod bands.
first honors for cleverness easily go-
ne to Harold femotei-L-erho plays the
uard bow': **James Phelan." and Rob
ert A Fischer's "itorrigan." Orris
Johnson. as "the man of the bout."
the Mayor who dared all for the r:ght,
almost lies the requiremeets. Friill-
tes Ring makes a beautiful "IMItas
Wainwelptht - anti Lender fastpris
makes "Cynthia Garrison" the "sweet
girl- she Is supposed to be. 'Kaye
Lester plays the mother of the 'Inas"
In an appealing way that-kelps much
with the general success,. and others
who are wiell'aast are George C. Sta-
ley, Thomas Meighan`. William Dem-
ing and Bennett 'Southard.
Hate is oft*'* unconscloes fascina-
tion.
A Tip fur FM. Woolens.
In a few years that excess fat of
yours will become a bad habit ii-
possible to break. Bete& take tan.
by the forelock and reduce now Ia a
natural way- if you would keep Intact
the yoUthful symmetry of :0 .throtssit
the ary ins _years of middle age. On
to the druggist' and ask him ter le
ouice Marnaila. ounce Final Ex-
tract Camara Aromatic, and 3%
ounces Syrup Simplex. Take a her-
spoonful atter meals lusi at bedtime_
Mix them at home If you wish, but
seellthst the Marmot& mates to you in
a sealed package.
The mixture makes arm flesh, well.
formed emit( a foe Of flabby, oasis -
less ones. It an metes their stoieschr
to burst up the !of d fats instead rf ki-
k:owing them to esther at the - e •
line. Withol: elsturbing the Mit
requiring exetcise to help It 1.1:
dissolves the fat away fast where
needed the most. It has berm knewu
to melt away harmlessly as untch as
16 ounces a day without tir •
single wrinkle,
Get a Kodak
and get it now
so you do not
miss some of
those beautiful
frost-bedecked
winttr scenes
that are so plen-
tiful now.
'Aft'
W. B. McPherson
loth Macs 1St
Telephone deliveries to any
part of the city in In manatee.
noel phases No. le&
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TO DRESS 101R HAIRfs•
IN THE LATEST MODE
• gm , A
r: 4/ Try our ready•to- rep, l'uff
i•
' Seta. We carry a complete 
. line of high grade Halt
Goods-awitehe•, Coronet
' Braids. Rams, Waces, '
Pompadours. Rues, Hair
. /1' Nets, site. Everything for-i 
.1 
. .
the hair thse e new _III..
1.r. 4 T:,,, • - z . , popular, at the - lowest+ .
_ N:.0--ti t . 16ii. * :::::....,' 7' 1..  Pr 'VAIL Swituties amil purrs .
! m .\,"'e,;.,,N ,A1 ",..:. made out of your own
combings.,
MRS. A. C. CLARK
111.1fillinery Devigrt metal at L. B. °Envie 4. en. 's
.. ,
x......,..____ - ,-
- • -Slap owed neatness.
Though " the slap with the pains of
Auguitt Wynianii hand cured the deaf-
nese of the eleven-year-old eon .4.,•,,,
11- Grows, e Proinineut arthttect, Wys
math -was tined Es today for striatum
lfhourebethye. a:absittrinilibil:tzerrJudst tt:e..
  __I--
stand.  •
"I will line Mr. Wyman Ul• mini-
nem $5." said Judge Taylor when
Isis point In the trial was remelted
-The di4eallall1 had ith riallit to ohms
the lx).'- -St. Louie Dispatch to the
New York thvaid.
-
slitaiwa
boy sas au deaf that he could trot
hear tenni:ties isomutand to get away
frutu In front-of his tailor shop.'
..my ,44, was (Iwo. deaf from the
day or ii:.s birth, but slave he was
gl•Litited ha hearing Is hispros
.
To Pitlal.ST THE GRIP
LAXATIVK BMW° QUININE
moves the cause. Its get the genuine,
call for full- name and look for *Lena
ture elf R. W. GROVE. :rte,
re-
-
greatly
.••! " -.t ,1 mit tlrps.- ••ti 'h *Ant- • The Nweabst flum—lee • week.
Only One "BROM() QUININE," that Is
Laxative 
Br°In° 
Quinine 6 Z..e,,..,,..."";. 'wiryCurs ct i, n. to.- r'..-T-71? p,..,.: ...k O
•
• ADA:zirle•••• • • amareSiasollow ••.•161.1M8.1•418111.0.••••• 4•06..••••
DR. M a ' STEINFELD
. Q__P T I C IA rj
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Itti lest to all Kenturklans:
The pereentage of Illiteracy of our
totat voting temnlation is 111
l'he rank of Kenten-ky on this baste
le
The nereeni. ot. iptv, 
shit.. vie, re is 13 it,
The. rank or Kestuiky on Ibis base
is 16.
The p• reentalse of letterer% of na-
flee white voters of natter white par-
• 
raiser ta
.Tlie tide, Keetteky 4+11 thiet hsU
Is 49.
There ate thirty-eight coutteets in
Kientueky Id whteh the siertereage of
Illiterate white voters is let or more:
In eight of Heise the percentage la
Veer more. spd in three it is 35.
In liete the whole number of Illit-
erate white -voters ii'Kentueky was.
C5 Ile, a number at least twice the
she of the largest plurality in a *tete
election In recent years.
Kent,. ky gives fewer days of
erbonling deh. r children than any
esti In the enion but one. Kentucky
ghee leo days of reetol ne, while
the „New Mainland elate, ger from
139 to 193 to theirs 'Nen York giver
17: date. Pennsylvania lee t/hio.
Inelletna 111s. lelsois Vete midi.
Igen I
4
1-
V
•
„ Av. rage n,uttdaer_ol..daewailesel-
rd by reek pupil enrolled ill Ken-
tucky ie %bile that of Neseekhig-
'and states ranges from 104 to 142,
New Tort les, Pesultylvaela 13e,
Ohio 1111. towhees 191, Illinois te•.
Mitbigan lee.
-*ULM
IA /14T MONEY ON TWENTY-TWO
1411CNT rA:Gs TIIIS WEEK.
prop I iitiii t hen They
retested market With Preela
eh! Weather.
Kegs are - peeing_ at 15 mints the
dozen. wbolesale In eaduckh today,
while the produce Inch say that at
That price the matkeVis 'flooded and
a further drop of 2% cents is *Peel-
ed by t6moirrow _utiles. a- decided
4 hang e for cold weather ot*urs in the
nuentime. The drop in he price of
eggs estme Saturday when the mar-
keters and hucksters cutlet() the mar
ket with eggs for whit& they paid as
herb as 22% cents a down end a mini
her of thc speculutors in that Hoc
lost eonsiderable money. The drop in
the price was caused by the- warns
westber of last 'week.
Mewing Venezuelan General Found.
WIllemstadt. Consent', Feb.
Nieeelas Rolando, who rerently
dleappeared fro% h s home in Barce-
lona. Venezuela,'whieh fact, together
with the arrest of several of his parti-
san., caused rumors that a revolution
was afoot, has arrived here, *MOM -
pealed by three other °Seers of the
Nenestielan artny.
er
• •
• 
0
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THIC.TRIL711 AROUT KIDNEY
TU. W1111.1e.
(Albumen and ('ams)
People have 1.-ta led to believe
that the sit lugs and flecks in urinary
sediment meats disintegratiog kidseY
tissue tothere is; known as cssita),
and have iscen (tightened into the be-
lief that this meant death:
As a mailer of feet cads een not be
*en with the naked Pee. MO/ threllkh
a tea-power microscope:. and even
when foutid _they- are so Lougee --evi-
dence of absolutely incurable C1114"s.
e In them eases in eft/thee tee (Prete-
eration has not. proceeded o ter lee.
what if healed tie kidney, can still
perform ea functions the sibulliell and
casts respond as definitely to the re-
duction of the inflammation by true
ton's Renal Compound at, the other
symptoms. and the micrometer will
show the cafes to be lees in number
week by week until the Inflemmation
and albumen base rempletely sub-
eNed-
If aseed what percentage of kidney
4'astis that show casts have mimedb of
the kidney, left for the patient tp re-
'cover, we.vould BUY that the percent-.
-age of cases beyond recovery Is small.
Gee of the I P11201114 for the belief
Is teat there are v.ese few records in
the Text Books of eases In which the
autopsies-disclosed the 'early com-
plete dispersion of the kidney. Such
are rare. Then again. Fulton 'a Reset
Com/wind gets such a high percent-
'age of recoteries in rases that show
lasts and albumen that this also sus-
tains the eterve ronelusion.
The high tine ever of Ai7 per cent
heretofore estatilished by title Coin-
Petted, was in a line of 411144.• all .uf
which, so far as Sc knee. were con-
sidered chronic and ite- urable.
leterature mailed free.
• .TOHN. J. CO..--"
Oakland. Cale -
W. B. elerhereon is slur sole local
agent. Ask for Ili-Monthly Bulletin
of late teroverlev.
. a seiteeteeteeie0410411•4112 41.6
se 
ei
..! Education in Kefituck, .e +
'''' ve ee ee ire ee e• ei te iv te ee ee ee ei .1.41 et
O Coneentileated by the feeders- g.
O el of Womenei Clubs. •
Dr, Powell Says That Righteous Cause
Does Not Justify,Any Wrong Doing.
Leueville, Neb. e6.-In his nionth-
ly eermoii at Macauley'e theater, de-
livered to leialso people, Dr. E. I,.
Powell pastor of the Find Cheitelair
chureh. In epeakbee.of the "Era oftceased:ewe * Polities and 811019•11,"
I said attention to the depredatkuls of:
the night MOM In Kehtecky in tennis
vondetneslOry lothe extrethe. At the
, moment when the lutenist in the die-
:course was Intenep the speaker ex-
claimed:
el weeder what is the Matter %lilt
Kentucky! I do not know whether
you have blushed becatite*Of the vari-
ous ehantekes and outrageous pro-
etedings connected with the infam-
ous night. riders- I,know that the
!crime be sufficiently heinous to bringthe blush of 'tame to every true
patriotic American. The burning of
barns the chastising of old men, the
cowardly mask, the blow in the dark,
the 'skulking behibe any mask which
may conceal the' °reader-View
things are not adding to tee security
of society, but they are destroying
the very bulwart of society.
. • ••I am going to say a thing which
I almost am afraid to my, and yet I
am going to shoot my arrow at a
venture." he coettntred. "It the fi.o-
slaty of Equity, as it is-railed, cannot
estop this infamy, and if he whole
state, of Kentucky with its civil and
military authority Twee stop this
infant), then the motto of every man
should be. .1 will defend toy own
readel with the price of,my own Mee
and I do not think that more 'sacrifi-
cial blood Could be poured on the al-
tar -of liberty.
"Priedds. it is infamous. Suppose
three men have just ground for (-om-
elette and grievance.. Suppose that
i .sr every eontentien of theirs only one
DOICIRIMINAT1Nti LADI1141.
Enjoy nen* Herydride two Aroma. of
Dietlerthesseme
• —
The ladies who have used New-
hro's Herter**. speak of It in the high
• st Ivirrils, for its -quick effect in• • • 0 tit lb • itit•O 6 • 4i 41 rksmii use the wale of dneeldr ndThe_ tellowing facts should be oftalvo for its excellence as a general'
hair dretelne. It maker' the scalpi
'fee'! .fresh and It allays thr itching,
whirr dandruff will cause. 1,eewbroa
I eerpicide effertv. I) cars dnd ruff ,
as it destroys the germ that eaueee'
It, • The seakeeeturen CILIDdril emir -to-,
fall out. and later haidaees: in. kennel
it, Herpicide stops falling hair mull
prevents bald/pee. It es also an Ideal,
heir dreesing, for it lends an *risco-I
"-retie charm to the-heir that is quit'
dirtheilve. Sold by leading drug-
yeete. Teo eizes, ettc. and See fen
lee. In stamps for sample to 'he,
leerpielde Co.. Detroit. Mich. W. DI
elePherson. Special Ag--mt.
side exists, and that the right side,
shall the justice of their cause be di-
graced by such infamies? Well, the
--feet -test we-test that wiiy about it is
pretty geed perm( that 1Ceotneky has
conscience, and I believe that the
timels not Der distant when this sae-
agery shall be blotted from the fair
soil of our state.
Mach Gaud is the Vikings.
"Dime you know, I think there is
eumeihing splendid in,the piracy and
remit:al outrages'of the old Vikings
of ec-andinavia? They went out onthe neer and robbed and murdered
and plundered and burned, but that
was before Christianity came to Bean-
deRavia. It was .simply the spirit of
the animal who knows not the mean-
ing of human life or the sacrednessof
property or the significance of law,
for men in this enlightened age
of the world, with the legislature pate
ing $2410.000 for edueation, with the
new ideals that are springing up be-
fore es with the dawn of every morn-
ing, with the higher demand which Is
made, upon conscience in the moral
sense, for thee men, whoever they
may be, to flaunt their infamy in the
face of such progress and such ideals,
La one of the Ipexplicable things in
connection with human nature.
"May God Almighty help us to
play our parts MI /Deli lit those times
which frequently try. men's souls.
Let us pray to have, higher concep-
tions of the right, and then when
ronselence says do right, do it if the
heavens fail and your Property goes
and everything., but the captaincy of
01,1* own void." -
?tight Is leight---Mse Chengeo.
In the eltset Dr. Powell said that
he meant by the era of conscience the
period vs lien there was a more radi-
ant recorrnitioh of the right, a moral
awakening of a nation, community
end inderidueic He said he meant •
reproduction of the experience of the
prodigal son as described in the Bible
when It said that he had come to
htemelf. He Fai0 that the function
Of conscience was the same always,
ivcrywhere and under all conditions.
He said conscience does not usurp
reason or judgment, but it is auto-
matte and uniform and simply saym
do tight. He said we came to know
whet is riglit as the moral idea is ad-
vanced by education. Said he:
"Conscience always speake on a
levee with the emeseesternee4-tbe-erre-
vidnal. community or nation. When
the convieterms are law, conscience
says do right,- Right does WA Aage
nor does eonseience but we change.
Our eeneletitme today are lustre stitch-
did than in any other generation of
Mankind. One vision is clearer and
our convictions are higher as respects
God and government. Convictions of
men vary from age to age, and this is
the ere of conseleMos becr use Of the
profound cenvetions.
"There wee a time weep cited la-
bor was given but little consideration,
but It never was right. We did not
think of It in the pest, bit with new
facts as the gestalt of investigation bas
come a conviction in regal& to child
labor. Conscienee tees In right as
we see it today In regard to politics
our convictions are more im.im pri.hru -
rive and toorie Imperative than ever
before. Whet is the era or conscietwe
as teepee's_ politics. 'There hes-Imes
such motel progress that the day of
the poetical boss is about over, be-
cause the conscience of the American
people will not have it. We did not
title to throw off the yoke of George
III. to have another lord it over us
more oppressively.
Polttical Borne Ifhwmt sealed.
"The political Wes has been swept
sway because of a different conception
of liberty. 'A Nero could rule over a
nation of siaree, but not over a na-
tion of free men. When there Is bad
blood there comes is boll. but remove
the bad blood and the boll disappears.
When a community is free it will have
a man to lead, but they will Dot be
dominated over." „
DT. eowell said be had reed a few
d-ays ago where it was stated there
were three great peen,. He said the
black peril was the rule of the boss:
the yellow peril the rule of ill-gotten
wealth, and the red peril the rule of
the demagogue. He said he believed
the black peril had ceased to exist, as
he did not think the election frauds
of Wee- would ever be repeated. He
hald there had been marked moral
progress, and that the time was here
when men will be diseountenanced
who possess ill-gotten gains. In al-
luding to business, Dr. Powell said
legislation hostile 10 wealth was bigo-
try accordeer to ware philosopher,
1-11T "BEST"
Incandescent
Vapor Gas Light
baeyese bad e..e blebe we tem*. Makes andburns its own Ras. It Is portable. haug it any-
where. Requires no pipes, wires or gas niniclone. A ,&t e. pare *bite, powerful, steady
ii5hL Apyrowit by Fen iseme•ace Lne•tem-netri.
100..Candie Power 15
Hours for Two Cents.
No wicks to trim, so smoke or smelt. Dochimneys to clean. Superior to electricity oracetylene sod cheaper than lo,oseue. Savingeffected. by Its list quickly pa., tor it. Oreatvariety of riztare• for Indent and outdoor UMThis is the Pioneer Incandescent Vapor C••Limp. It is perfect. Dewar, of imitations.
There are More
°BEST" LAMPS i n
use than ALL other
makes combined.
Sold
BY
WAIMEN & WARREN, Jeweties,
hOt Ileuedeay. Both patties. 886.
, Every
Lamp
WAS-
RANTED
and that legislation subservient to
wealth With political suicide. He de-
fended the moral status of the repent
message of President Roosevelt to
congrers. He said there would be no
war between labor and wealth, but
there would
the lie and
special plea
always be war between
the truth. lie made a
for honesty in bushes:
INSPECT STREET
MR. KATTEHJOHN AND C:
GINEEIR GO TO JACtie.1%.
Will Study Composition I,
Gravel Found
There
Colonel William
board of public wore
neer I.. A. Washin.•
Jackson, Tenn., Ma
gate the plan of ma • it
of a composition of • ee•I
used on streets of Jed, • Tee
at Jackson was done u - 'Ile ''w^
vision of a government eseeete.
will be there to explain the in
of doing the work,--
"4"tN THEl AL"  1 10. GIL'0
5
8' ItP;i1•Ii -4i. .14 I
From the Baltimore Sun. ,
Cardinal Gibbons waa seen at the
archiepiscopal residence, Noeth
Charles street, and was asked his opin
Ion as fo whether or not local option
shoulli apply to Baltimore. He re-
plied:"Local option should under no eir-
cnitatanees apply to this city. I re-
gret kit be tompeiled to return to the
subject, but as a citizen and a church-
man who hives his native city I am
profoundly imereseed with the sense
of its temporal and moral welfare.
"Liquor would be void here quite
as abundantly under prohibition laws
as under well-regulated license. The
consequence' will be that equor wiU
beedispeneed contrary to law instead
of below sold in accord with law.
Then, too, the city will be deprived of
a large revenue which is so much
needed for the government of this
community.
"When a law is flagrantly and hab-
itually violejed it brings legislate:in
into contempt. It creates a spirit of
deception and hypocrisy and compels
men to do insidiously and by stealth
It-hat-they would otherwise do openly
and above hoard...
"All good men-good eitisene-ere
in favor-of the virtue of temperance,
and I. regret to gee that the moral
side of the question has not been suf-
fteiently considered,. You cannot leg-
islate men by civil action into the,
performance of good and righteous
deeds.
"If we are to improve the moraitty
WANTED!
1
Young Men and Women for positions of trust,
where intelligent service will be appreciated and
:eel fur—
Experienced Men and Women for positions re-
ring ability and tact---
i'.inple of All Ages, of all talents, of divers
• lea, for Suitable lines of employssent--
sed Things-such as Pianos, grgana, every
r . .if Musical Instrument, Writing Machines,(,-.0 Registers, Store and Office Fixtures, Talk-
- r,,' Machines, Bootie lengreivinge Post-Cards,
Collections, Beige, Carpets, Furniture of
!rt
I wee% anti Carriages, trucks, business wagons,
loc..cleR guns, cameras, fishing tackle, automo-
• Ur.
Ke;,' Estate-lots, plots, acres, leaseholds, eque
Les eet.ses, fiats, apartments, stores—
or riletion in painting, singing, the violin and
pi r short-hand, accounting, correspondence,
dancing—
. -I to Live-houses, apartments, furnished
tantrdIng places where life is interesting.
these are some of the thousands
of people and thinfa that are
"wanted" in this city just now,
and if you can fill any of these
"waitit"
INQUIRE OF. THE PUBLIC
Through a SUN What Adieribemeai
of our city and make our citizens
more temperate, let the virtue of tem-
wanes be proclaimed In the chureh-
es. Above all, let. it be enforced in
the family that parents, both by word
and fxampie may inculcate in their
children the temporal and spiritual
blessings which sPring from a life of
temperance and sobriety; and let
them litlpreas upon their children the
terrible consequences of drunkenness.
"We might profitably leen) a less-
ees from the old cities of Europe,
which for 2,4000, years have been agi-
tating this question. There is trot a
single city- iweereat Watts. Trelatie
Cr on the continent which attempts fib
prohibit try law the tale of liquor.
The)' have learned from a long exper-
ience that the best method of regu-
irting this article of cornmerke Is 10
impose lieeneen to Maintain good or-
der for the protection of the eltisen
and to punish tbe violators of the
law,
"I therefore maintain that eigh li-
cense is the only solution of the prob-
tem. The infliction of fines upon the
violators of the law for the first of-
fense, and the withdrawal of the li-
cense or even imprisonment for sub-
bequent infractions, would be rroper
punishment."
Defends Prohibition.
Galesburg, Ill., Feb. 215.-Before
an audience of I,R4}0 voters here thia
afternoon) Aeistant Attorney General
Trickett, of Kane* City, Kan., re-
piled in deed' to the statensents made
be W. R. Waggoner, formerly editor
of a paper -in that _citye_Saturday to
fhe effeef tfint pvelilbttfon in, that
place was a failure and seriously af-
fected trade and embarrassed the city.
As to murders, Its said, there had
been but seven, and these were trace-
able to drink protured in Kansas City
Mo. He quoted extensively to prove
that advance bad been made in build-
ing, is neatness and morals.
As soon as a woman becomes heart-
less her cilie Is hopeless.
•
•
IL
•
Look at Your Supply of Printed Matter and
Let The Sun Job Office Figure on Your Needs
This time of the year usually calls for a new stock of stationery
in every business house. Look over your supply and let us
make you estimates on everything you need.
Up-to-date ideas, the newest type faces, dutinctite, .different work,
promptness,reliability,_are some of ow- traits.
We can make. you an estimate on any size job. Phone 358 red
and a representative will call,
THE SUN JOB OFFIC
We make a specialty of the finest engraved, embossed and lithographed work.
0111101166 imiume agemoil maim rilime
-0'4  •
"why tie yeti set year B1114'111
clock?" You never get up when It
rings!" "eo. But 1 have the satiates-
doe of tioselne lam Sleeping late er
rev ewe frets and not by a.,
fjfil3 I liar
' • -
rifigtOrf-'
ofr
. lEbe tabucab Sun.
NIPTIEDOON AND WEEKLY.
MI MIN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
INOORPOSIATICD.
F. K. TISHZR. PreaMISSIL
a 3. PAXTON. General Manager,
aniseed at the etc/urges at Pads's&
Ky.. as second class matter.
OffailIPTION KAMM
---
THIN DAILY
By Carrier. for week oe .10
gy mail, per month. I. adveace.. .15
malt per year. In advance —.Site
WISICILLIf
Fee year, by melt. postage OsId • •111.041
*Wires* THE SUN. Paducah. Ky...
Mee, 116 South 'Third. Phone IISS.
Payne A Tomas. Chlosgs sad New
York. representatives.
THel SUN cos be found at the follow-
'IL D. Ciements its Os.
Van Culin Bros.
Palmer House.
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY ZS.
CIRCULATION 
STATEMENT5111.
saennera
Sateargo-11/0111.
 3891 17 3765
2 3888 18 3768
3891 "20 3778
4 3894 21 3781
6 3899 22 3778
7 3900 23 3825
8 3790 24 3870
O 9796 25 3874
10 3805 27 3864
11 3808 28 3871
13 3796 29 3873
14.  3788 30 3813
15 3796 11 3822
16 3766
Total 103,390
Average for January, 1908....3429
Personally appeared before me, thts
February 3d, 1908, R. D. MacMillen.
business manager of The Sun. who
affirms that the above statement of
the cIrculation of The Sun for the
month of January, 1908, le true to
the best of his knowledge and belief.
My commission expires January
10th, 1912.
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Public.
Deily Thought.
'Who gives himself his gift feeds
three—
Himself. his hungering neighbor and
Me.' —Lowell.
_
111Mois is stirred with reports of
outrageous conditions existing In the
asylums of the state. No doubt po-
litical systems get ruffians into such
Institutions sometimes, and sometimes•
the state officials are to blame and
sometimes they ai-e not. Just now
there is a campaign on for the nomi-
nation for governor, and we may ex-
pect Governor Deneen's enemies to
make the most of the investigation.
We also may expect him to charge
that the investigating commission Is
taking unfair advantage of the situa-
tion to extract evidence reflecting on
his administration, instead of study-
ing conditions for the purpose of bet-
tering the Institutions. Maybe they
are all a little bit right and a little
bit wrong.
Speedy recovery of health la the
First district's wish .for 011ie James.
Right down in their hearts his con-
etituents like 011ie. •
Instead of being a Flab out of wa-
ter, the former Illinois Central presi-
dent,vowsAllecre was too much water
for hTEi
Hearst called another ibeeting of
his Independent league, and already
the Democratic night riders are after
_him.
Democrats are casting about for
the best looking issue for the national
campaign, when, all the time, what
they need is a man.
Now the legislators know what
ogees the goternor coneiders super-
fluous.
We knew it tasted good, but we
are gratified that Prof. Scherfilus
thinks our food is all right.
A GOOD THING.
It Is mbre pleasant to praise
than to censure. It is par-
ticularly enjoyable to laud the ef-
forts of the people, who are working
without compensation, other than the
satisfaction of-erettedrerrr Tor the ac-
complishment of unalkoed good. The
women. who are supporting by thetr
endeavors the Home of the Friend-
less. ate doing a magnineeto work,
finding a place that approximates a
borne for the waifs. Tfeitrf-,ie &elle
immeasurable good for P-aducah and
the world as well as the litoe ones,
In direeting their fives into paths that
lead to good citizenship. It require"
considerable money to clothe and feed
.sad house these little ones: hut the
Investment is about the best one we
hems of. We pay taxes to maintain
a police force,- and some of us have
never -fied---hettnedhtte --perm-nal iw-O
of police proteetIOD, yet we don't
complain. because we know we are
really receiving benefits by preventing
iaeriesenees.
It isn't right to put the plea for the
aid of the Innocent little waifs on the
ground of public protection; yet. H
one camerae regard the higher things
of life, and only reorignizes the law
of the jungle. for the protection of
sloeledY be should contribute to an In-
stitutive. that reneues these Infants
front a eoedition that Ls bound erect-
welly Is Make W them nodal beasts of
Thp Home of the Friendless in Pa-
thless is one of the best cooduteed
anywhere. The bouve.treiniag and
schooling of the children is wonder-
ful. Thejnenners and conduct of the
Inmates show that love, not stern-
ness, rules the home; and 'livery re-
quest for assistance, etre may be as-
sured, ls urgent and legitimate, and
the public benefit received front the
institution, pieces the reeponsibliity
for its maintenance on the public.
The Louisville Times says:
"The election of Mr. Harry, editor
of the Benton Tribune, as president
of the Pennyeile newspaper league, is
an honor bestowed on one worthy to
sear it. Mr. Barry is an editor of
ability, enterprise and high purpose,
and. under his administration, the
league as assured of well-won suc-
cess."
- MINUTE SKETCHES
Giuseppe Garibaldi.
b. 1:03f.741 V.1 LOVE.
ARISALD was always • fili-
buster, but he titibustered hut
in quest of loot or person's'
power, but for the good of bus
own «Junto.. That Italy is today •
strong, melted button rather than a
group of petty prImi.pallttes or depend-
ern tea of olberspowere is. due in very
large measure to the inherit hIlbustee-
ing propensity of Giuseppe Garibakli
Mere was a mutt with a mission. and
Is' (mild not be kept down. For bait a
I entory his soul was centered upon the
larotiesticin and IiiratIon of Italy. and
for the greater part of that period he
was lighting for bin rouse.
Calitorma grows a Sower named the
garibaldi because It Is red. The fol.
lowers of Garibaldi wore red as their
distiqctive. color of garb. The Girl-
tialdian red shire famous ID history,
stood for united Italy. It was the red
badge of liberty through unification.
Garibaldi, who was • sailor's son and
given to roving, became identified ear-
ly In life with Mazzini and other zealots
In the Young Italy movement. Bet the
methods of Garibaldi were not those of
gamin*, who was unable to compro-
mise by accepting unification of the
Italian states under a monarch. so he
ststent was he for* republican govern-
ment Garibaldi also was a rispublIceu,
but be was willing to accept a benevo-
lent monarchy as a memo to an cud-
the protection and development of (be
Italian people.
Condemned to death for his part In
the earlier uprising's, Garlbeidlescaped
to France and tOtince to South Ameri-
ca. wbere be presently found oppor-
tunity to continue bis career •s a war-
rior In opposition to tyranny. He
fought for the new republic of Uru•
guay against the usurpation of the Ar-
gentine dictator. Then be made his
way td the United States, an exile from
boccie, earning his living as a makerof
candles and declining the honor of a
demonstration such as the Americans
gave Kossuth, the Hungarian patriot.
Back to itlerwent Garibaldi when
tbe time was ripe, raising band after
band of followers, conquering the Nea-
politan provinces In the cause of unifi-
cation and Snally, absolute master of
Naples, relinquishing •oluntarity to
King Victor Emmanuel his own soy-
erelgety for the good of Italy. There.
Indeed, was s patriot with no price tag
attached to his red 'bin.
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUR
Reform le a plant that grows well
in the sunlight of publicity.
Instead of regretting yesterday get
busy and do something today.
You can't borrow happiness, but It's
different with trouble.
Between a full moon and a full man
there is a difference of several thous-
and miles.
Ma Was Maser.
Uncle - Good little man: 1- ta al
nays do as your father tells you?
Young Hopeful -Not imich! I'd gel
whacked by mummy If I did
Cheops had carved his name on
r.verythUllt in Matt "Now, boast-
ed he. "posterity will know me to be
the teal thing in - Egyptian Moos.-
"Maybe not, sire." raid the'eourt pets-
stmlet "Maybe they'll take you for
our leading five-cent cigar."—Louis-
Courier-Journal
The Argonauta were returning from
Colchie sith the golden fleece "Theo
will.be something new.- said Capt.
James, "for Well street to Pluck.-
Hereupon he fell to wondering wheth-
er It would felt be belle? t? get It
through the custom house &she'd for
the relief of the financial Stringency
Of to pay an exorbitant MAY Bel It asItu ported 1100L-oChisalso Tribite.
TrIE PADtirAll EVENING SUN
The Spoilers
Ossertallit /ma. by flex & sees&
10imeseed teem bet Immo.)
CHAPTER XIX.
ABLY is the evening Cherry Ma-
lone opened her dour to Bud the
Bronco Kid on her step. lie
entered and threw off his rub-
ber coat. Knowing him well, she wait-
ed tortes disclosure of his errand. His
sallow skin was without a trace of
color, his eyes were strangely tired,
deep lines had gathered about his lips,
while his bands kept up constant little
nervous explorations as though for
days and nights be had out slept and
now hovered on the verge of some hys-
teria. He gave her the impressiou of
a smoldering mine with the fire eating
close up to the powder. She judged
that his body had beep racked by ev-
ery passion till now it !mug jaded auu
weary, yielding only to the spur of his
reetlees, revengeful' spirit"
After a few objectless remarks be
began abruptly:
"Do you love Roy GlentsterT" His
volee, like his manner., was jealously
eager, and he watche l'her carefully as
she replied without- quibble or deceit:
"Yes, Kid. and I always shall, lie is
the only true man I. have ever known
and not ashamed of my feelings."
For a long time he sttelled her and
then broke into rapid speech; allowing
her no time for Interruption.
"I've field back and held back be-
cause I'm to talker. I can't lb In my
lowinees. But this Is my last ethence.
and I want to put myrearrIght with
'Tate I've level eou ever since the
Daweon ,eye. not in the way you'd
expect from a rIMII of my Port perhaps,
but with the kind of lore Oro a wo-
man emits. I neverethowee my bend
for what was the see? That man out-
held me. I'd have quit faro years back
only I wouldn't leave this country re
long as you were part of It, and me
bare I'm only a gambler, St for nothing
•
The man growled savegoiy. "He got
his reward. Ile took all she had"-
"Don't be a fool I guess I know.
You're a faro denier, but you bevesit
any right to talk like that about a good
Woman. even to a bad one like me."
Into his dark pyre, slowly crept a
hungry look. and she felt him begin to
tremble the least bit. He undertook to
speak, paused, wet his lips, then care-
fully chose these words
"Do you mean that he did not-tbat
she is a--a ;mod girt?"
"Absolutely."
He sat down weekly and passed a
shaking hand over his faep, which nail
begun to twitch and jerk again SP It
bad on that night when his vengeance
wag thwarted.
else. I'd made up my mind to let you
hare him till something happened a
couple of mouths ago, but now it can't
go through. I'll have to duwil
It isn't concerning you.' l'iu not a
welcher. No, it's e thing I can't talk
about-a thing that's made inc Into a
wolf, made we skulk and walk the
alleys like a (Ingo. It's put murder
Into my heart. I've tried to juiritteisi-
nate blue I tried It here last ulgitit-
bet-I was a gentleman once-till the
cards came. lie knows the answer
now, though, and he's ready for me. so
one of us will go out like ot candle
wheu we meet. felt Disit 1 biTtc.
tell you before I cut him down or be-
fore he got me."
"You're talking like a madman.
Kid," she replied. "stud you mustn't
turn against him now. He has trou-
bles enough. I never knew you eared
for we. What a tangle it Is, to be
sure. You love me I Jove him, he
loves that girl, and she loves A crook,
han't that tragedy enough without
your adding to it? You come at a
bed time, too, for I'm half insane.
There's something dreadful in the air
tonight"- •
"I'll here to kill iiim." the man mut-
tered doggeali. and, plead or reason as
she would, she could tel nothing from
him except those words till at last
she turned upon him flereely.
"You say you love me, e'ery well.
let's see if ion do. I know tbe kind
of a man you are. mad I know what
this feud win Mean 1C, him, coming
just at this time. Put it aside and I'll
Marry you."
The gamtler rose slowly to his feet.
"Yon do lore him, don't your She
bowed her face, and -he winged, but
continued: "I wouldn't wake you my
wife that way. I didn't mean it that
way."
At this she laughed bitterly. "Oh, I
see. Of coarse not. How foolish of
me to expect It of a man like you.
I understand abet you mean now.
•rel the bargain will stand just the
tame, if that le what you came for.
I wanted to leave this life ateil be good.
to go :away and start over•and play
the game seuare. but I see it's no lime
I'll pay. I know how relentiele you
are, and the price is low enough. You
can have tee and that-marriage talk
-I'll not speak of again. I'll stay
what I am for his sake."
"Stop:" cried the Kid. "You're
wrong. I'm not that kind of a sport.-
His voice broke suddenly, its vehem-
ence shaking his slim body. "Oh, the
ry. I love you the way a man ought
to lore a woman. It's one of the two
ROM things left in me, and I want to
take you away from here where we
can both hide from the imst. where
we can start new, as you tiny."
"You would marry me" she asked.
"Is an boor and give my heart'e
blood for the privilege, but I can't
mop this It noreven if your own
dear life hung upon It I must kill
that man."
She approached' him end laid her
arms about his neck, every line of her
body pleading, but he refused stead-
fastly, while the sweat stood out upon
his brow.
fehe begged: "They're all against
lithe Kid. Flees fighting a boneless
Uhl He laid all he had at that girl'.
feet, and I'll do the same for you."
"1 may as well tell you that I know
she's more t tan that. She's honest and
high principiesi. I don't know why I'm
saying this, but it eats on my utiod
and I was bolt distraeted %lien you
COMO. She's In danger t0nlght, though
--at this minute. 1 don-teller, to think
of elle way have bappeued, for she's
to Roy and his frientods.m"ake "Patna"
risked
4: he 1'
iwstirt1e
verything' gonestrutovethe Sign of the Sled
"Struve!" shouted the gambler, leap-
ing tio his feet. "Aioue with Struve on
a night like this?" Be shook- her
fiercely, crying: -What for? Tell me
quick:"
She recounted the reasons for Helen's
adventure, while tbe man's face be-
came terrible.
"Oh, Kid. I am to blame for letting
big go. Why did I do It? I'm afraid-
afraid."
"The Sigu of the Sled belongs to
Struve, and tile fellow who runs It is a
rogue." The Bronco looked at the
clock, his eees bloodshot and dull like
those of a' goaded, fly maddened bull.
"It's 8 o'clock now-ten miles-two
hours. Too later'
"What ails you?" she questioned,
baffled by Ms strange demeanor. "You
called me the ontesvonian just now, and
yet"-
Ile swing toward her heavily.
"Site's my sister." • .
"Your-sister? Oh. I-Pm glad. l'tn
glad-but oon't stand there like a
wooden man, for you've' work to do:
Wake up. Can't you bear? She's In
peril:" Her words whipped him out of
his stupor so that be drew himself
somewhat under control. "Get Into
your coat. Hurry! hurry! My pony
will take you there." She snatched
his garment from the chair and held It
for him while the life ran back into his
velum. Together they dashed out Into
the storm its she and Roy haciAone
and as he flung the saddie on the buck-
skin, she said:
"I eaderstand it all new. You heard
the talk about her and Olenister; but
It's wrong. I lied and schemed and
intrigued against her, but it's over now.
I guess there's a little streak of good
In as. somewhere, after all."
Ile woke to her from the saddle.
"It's more than a streak. Cherry, and
you're my kind of people." . She smiled
wanly back at him under the lantern
"That's left_ handed. Kid. I don;r
want to be your kind. I want to be
his kind-or your sister's kind."
• • -• • • • •
1-gain leaving the rendezvous-Glen-
later end his two tripods slunk throtigh
the night, avoiding the life and lights
of the town, while the' windsurged out
of the voids lb seaward. driving Its
wet bunk.° througb their flapping I-Heb-
er*, pettifg their faces as though en-
raged et tee -failure to wren
purposes written there, Their (rinse
brought them to a cabin at the west-
ern outskirts of the city, where they
paused long euotieli tie adjust some-
thing beneath the brims of their bats.
Past them rad the Iron rails of the
narrovr ganged rued which led out
IN POWER HOUSE
1HE HEAT ollo GOOD AND BALI
HEALTH IN S CTOMAH.
Cutilwrec sensible. Theory Brine,
Him Into Biome _Prune.
ware.
Boston, Feb. 34.—The remarkable
results that are being at000mplished ui
Boston by L. T. Cooper have become.
a topic of universal interest during
the past week.
Reports that preceded kis visit to
this city told of Mr. Cooper's great
success In Chicago. But the man and
his medicine did not attract wide-
epread attention until the beginning
of his second week here. Then the
interest in him became very notice-
able and has steadily gathered head-,
say until his preparations are nou
being scild in enormous 
quantities.and his headquarters Is a most iuter-
toting place to spend a half-hour.
People are cOmIng from al parts of
the city and surtounding towns to see
him. The young man and his aseist-
ants are surrounded by swarms of
humanity from eartO until late-epoem
to toll what has been accomplished
for them by the Cooper medicines;
others to buy the remedies.
People are coming from all parts of
arouse this interest than Mr. Cooper s
statement regarding the human stom-
ach. At the commeneenient of his
vise to this city, he claimed that the
stomach is responsible for much of
the ill health of this generation and
that his New Discovery medicine
would prove his theory to be correct.
This statement seems to have been
completely verified. During the Pas(
two weeks hundreds of twoele who
have beep taking the Cooper prepara-
tion have been relieved of various Ills.
In consequence,- Cooper and he• theo
ries have been growing. Into greasier
eromineece each day.
Many of those who called at hie
headquarters yesterday had taken the
New Discovery medicine for various
forms of --stomach trouble mod made
statements as to results obtained by
them.
A statement of this character. which
is almost identical with all tholse given
by people who have had the same
experiences, le glen by John S. Keo.n,
a house painter, living at 7 Trenton
street, Dort Boston. Maw., who said:
-For several years! have .been in poor
lir rim-dower
ton. I have been treated by various
doctors and taken all kiadif of patent
medicines, but received no benefit
from either Moak:lane gave. me med-
icine for indigestiete dyspe-peia-and
stomach troutde, but none of . them
afforded moro than temporary relief.
My appetite was variable- !sometimes
hungry as a wolf, then again sicken-
ing at the sight of food.
"I-was subject to dizzy 'spells, which
Made it dangerous for me to work on
A ladder, which t frequent!) had fee
do. Somethies a:feeling of faintness
would come over me, and] often oar.
lowly escaped falling. After. meals
wou;e1 beeome. bloat ed and distressed,
and there was soreness In the pit of
the stomach.
"Hearing of Mr. Cooper and what
he had done for others, I decided to
try hie medicine .When  hen -I had .used
one bottle of the New Discover) I was
feeling line signs of diadems left
me. The sens. of rvlicf was wrouler-
ful. I gained rtreneth rapidly and
am now: to epienddi condition. The
dizzy feeling ha. -disappeared entirely
and I feel like I hail taken a new
lease on life. I cannot pay too much
"I flota't want tobc your klad. !leant
to be tato kind."
arrow the quaking tundra to the Intern-
talus and the mines, rpm this Slender
trail of steel there rolled two small,
ungainly teapot of as engine which
daily (-reeked and clanked back stet
forth at a susi)'s pace, serenntiug and
wailing its complaint of the tn-o high
loaded Sateara behind. The ties be-
need] It were spiked to planks laid
lengthwise over the semi-liquiel mad-
ly:1. In places eaggiug beneath the sur-
face till Use humpbacked, short waisted
lecomotive yreWed and reeled stud
squeaked tile a drunken fishwife. At
night It panted wearily into the board
station ansI there sighel and ceugle-1
and hissed away Its fatigue as the
coals died anti the breath relaxed in Its
lungs.
((ontinued In wort beam.)
YOU DON'T If VF: TO WAIT
livery close make. yes feelbester. Les•Ve
keeps year whole weds' right, sold ra fbe
mosey-becks plea rierywaera Pm,* Wrest..
MTIMATEs
Iror Ilefenee Forrea for Current Year
• Show Big Increase.
London: Feb. 25.—EstImates for
British defense forces for the current
year Which were issued today show
an increase Of $3:4041,000 without ap-
parently any prospect of considerable
daninution In the future. Army esti-
mates for 90 keel) total $16 4 .1 tri,120
and the war secretary estimates the
total of 385,4)15) men in home and
co ionlo1. mita hi I elf ments. Irrespective
of India. a decrease of 1,000 men
from last'"Sr.
Navy estimates total 2161.5'97A00
and.proy ;des for the same number of
officers and Mee as iset year.
—City subtler:tiers to the Daily
Sun who wish IMO delivery of their
papers stoned at notify ono col-
ktectors or make the requests direct
10 The Sun office. No attention will
I be paid to sett Mier. when g
'4
to carriers, Niue C.o.
M. F. Puttee, It. Hail
Prt.P.iolt•tit.
11 1.-0)11. I I IGO till '2.1.
l'urytor,
A...earnest Camisier.
C11 IZENs' SAVINGS BANK
ilaeorporated.)
Third tiros' 11:10oadway.
City Depository
...... • • • . • -
Pierian,' . .4 ......
ot (MA1101(61411 1114611ft, 
Is' IIVIP11041141414 .  .
State Depository
...
..
. ..........
411110.04M
. in1,04/11
1100,004.1
IIf isidltiduale anti firms 'eclectic-el. We sopperce.iare
emelt ce... steel as lario. deporitei arid acorn, tic all %Slue lIPUI11.1.1.11
I 111.41I.
INTER EST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
WEN SATURDAY NIG III'S F1103( 7 TO
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palmer-- C. D. Nevin, SincIntiati;
P. H. liVilistein. Chicago; If. Y. Bohan,
Leta isy : C. Y. Sunnier._ . leen le;
H. E. lette-h, Evansville; E. H. Maniac,
Cincinnati: Charles Juhnson, Sprind
Acid:. C. '0 Morton; Chicago; 11. L.
Smith, Cincinnati; O. W. Troop. Syra-
cuse; te G. floaie, Eteloville; E. It
Alberti:on, lemaille.
lees:Were -D. L. Davis, Chicago:
C. Reynolds. nod: Elbert :troll,
Frestrinla. .e.lone. -Outlive; .1 If
Wcht Ir. Es C II Ma Kluun. v,
Holtkilltiviile: Charles Se Reidy, Lamle
N limns, St. Louis: N
11(1) 01; J. VS' . Denham,
11<lr II Ward. eletropoes, Hor-
sey Hoge. _Na•loa,Ce: A Schmidt,
Louts) 1 I le
New Ilk b In eud C. P. W
Scott Ifel; W Ceiro: J. V
AD
• :al toe removod in conferee-Cue
this tunnel is double that reinored et
tip. construction of the Simplon. 11,
difference allow from the greet width
and he.ight .01, the. ciente' tunnel. Tee
time. required fur digging it hi
or eight years. The viet:re canal w,i,
eoot $1;000,000.
(IIAINED T1) 14/1,14.
IChirago Gambier Fleeced Young Men
at Hardiest's'',
, _ Itarriebtog, ill, Pet).
-forks ailed pillar) of e,arfy times 5',-r
!revives! in nieenory here when D. II
IMMO said to be a former Chleag-o
gambler, was chained to a telephoto
poet all da) for refaslitg to pay leo
finos fear having fleeced several )011lee
Men Of -the tows.
• He was arrested laud fined for rue
Meg a poker polite. Sheehles a.-1.
Plarod about ha feet and he isa• iceRurrow. Cuteenahatil. 0. ft ('aidi. 'Cu -I) fastened to a telephone poleccDallas.: Hen Metrlipietic. W i. C. thee-oireep y•rd. fin Pricier er!) pas.1Vrryht. Hut hanaa; L. to It:glens. the. e barmier of Pillelehnif we,' t"lStar Lime Works': T. Si.. Todd. 1114 steed b oie lty Jutt Si' whit tile 4Sand). C. Ie. Gar-ete firookport; pilsoner. PrIdsee aa s that IceF. Walboight, Joppa. L. Atkin. Ion will be chained up daily until Ike
ClittOn ; It. (.." Terry, Dexter; Theo- pats his fine or agrees to work onSick. Derry Ferry, el; streets.r-t. N.chos (I 8111.14,1, Akron.
0 : -W. N. WhItkelgo, Clay: W. It A girl - is seldom Interested In .1AbellMtirgaell.eitt, T. A, Divans. Mr' "tow man unless she declare,. thattropolte; Thomas Ilagermen. gettocri
Pa.: P C. Smith., Kent's,. N E • 
(7 '('in-on, !Anon: J l'heempeten
lir‘an, 0
W. .1. Harnam. Memphis: le: T•i -
Reiser. Chicago; James r'.
tereil:e.
in praise' of Mr. Cooper's medicine ••
The intrOdut.tion of these new prep-
arations In Boston has been remark-
ably successful, and they seem to b
growing more popular each day.
OUTSIDE AUTO -BUTTING IN."
Machine Hearing Message to Fort
AWSlVeSIWOIrib Trying to Outstrip,
-
Laporte, Ind., Feb re --A special
automobile, tarrying a meselege freilt
General Frederick Grant, of New
York. to Fort Leavenworth. Ks.., I.
tr% pass the leading automobile
in the New York ti) Paris race, lerav.
lug New York three days after the
start In the International race, the
message car, taking advantage of -bet-
ter broken roads, has passed all earl
In the Paris retie except the Americsar
which Is only' a few miles ahead.
Driver Charles Isloyle left Rolling
Prairie, Piz mile:, east of Laporte. for
Michigan City. whew* he Intends to
proceed fin _Chicago via EurneeivHle.
avoiding Burdick, near which place
the Nif-iericen car In the international
race wits greatly delayed by almost
impeesteble snow drifts.
1,1ovle passed the Italian car at
New Castle, but the Malian overtook
the message car. whet& Is now foliate-
ing on the way to Chicago.
WOMAN ISHOfert4 AFTWIR
GP HER HEIN TA IlEATIL
New York, Feb. 25 Another wre
man took revenge upon the man who,
Ahe alleged, ruined her Ore anti as
result Charles M. Sanford. a weeithy
Brooklyn attorney., is dying In the
hopttal from reiolver wounds inflict-
ed 'by Mrs. Jennie Bunt, whit was ar-
rested. He was shot as soon as he
arrived at his office this morning.
--Petro your orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
showing as tweet an assortment sit
run will find anepthere, at prices
lower thaa you Will have to
.aissaaMos.., 4.4.•
CIOMPLAINT Is FILED:_
Itallrnadie trtl;es Itefitsing isendh.
('Sr lead Freight.
Cb.caco. Feb - HD effort It.
rg'rta'ti ralireca.le to abandon
the rule enforeed Janicery uncle-
eishIch PlieN reJae to, load. Or 1111!0:o1
car load freiebt, 411 •-aKo lm Idlers
day filed a ..... 14'.1h the triter
pore; commetee emeitilepten istea.-kidg
the SeCon Of the erode A. tintr.gafeti4.
mid unjust. Twente-the ready, enter-
ing floc-ago are named In the com-
plaint.
Great Veen. Ii Canal,
Vat,
ri) connect the rise
ptirt of Mars.",
a tunnel four ere!
long. Trie utin•'
and 41; feet bleb 1'
ee,.. riceseratial
r Mere sell the
wilt pees through
eel" rout mil.'
.:: he 72 feet broad
he quanto. •-.1
FIRST CLASS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES
These are the foolindatioito up ri
which we, are building succesii.
I m.r hones are (rimmed to. the
pink of cc 'fedi Won always and ant
equipment the lest, yet our
prices are extremely reseal/isle,.
Next um, you weal to take as
drive, Just rail
HAWLEY AND SON
411-421
101 ewe. St.
 •
BACK UP YOUR   COUPON BONDOKAY MATTER VIM
USE
,COUPON C3 © V)
for Letters
that Count.
One year or fifty years from now, your Letters in
other people's files will look as well as Cie day they
were received if thcy are written on
@OUffl©M:DgMB
COUPON BOND beaers by age, bemuse it is made slowly.
  You eaimot hasten the process of paper
making and get as good a paper as by the old slow method. Yon
have to build a sheet of paper. That ix wily a blind man could
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other papers
The -feel" woulA tell 11011 the character of the paper. It's
strength and surface ,,vould tell thu story of !low, careful manu-
facture.
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper ill too good for lelterm that have to count. Try it for
yourself. Make an experiment. (Jet a reona's supply 01Coupon Bond from your printer and check up results.
The SUN Job Office
Both Thome 3116:
•
Ti thilItt ez
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN rAeik
•
•
•
•
4)
) •
I
SPECIAL FOR THURSDAY
We will give One Cake of
PARACAMPH SOAP FREE
With each 50c purchase of
1-3ARACAMPI-1
McPherson's Drug Store
THE LOCAL NEWS
-Dr. Gilbert, -osteopath, 4005
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Forum for real estate aeata for
at this office._
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
city for • few months, and I have ac-
quired an Interest in his business and-
Shall look after it for him. Any in-
formation with reference to any
branch of It will receive prompt at-
tention if you will call up The Bun
office. Both phones gt. g, J. Paz-
too.
-Dr. Warner. veterinarian. Treat-
ment of domestic animals. Both
phones 191.
-Wa can give you the fined car-
riages In ths city for wedding, ball
and theater calls. Our prices are low-
er than those charged for like service
in any city In America. Our service
Is second to none, and the best in this
eity.-Palmer Transfer Company.
.,Rubber stamps made to order.
Superior price markers,- brass and
aluminum checks of all kinds. Rub-
ber stamp accessories. The Diamond
Stamp Works, 115 South Third street.
Phones 35S.
- The New York World almanac
tot' 1905 just received at it. /3. Clem-
ents & Co.
-Cart-lige work Of all kinds.
reentleig zepitiring. rubber Wee, etc.
Spring W BrOUS made to order. We
are offering special inducements for
early orders. Sexton Sign Works.
Phone 401.
- The sextpn Sign Works- bps in-_ _ _ _ _
—.stalled an offlec at 307 Kentucky ave-
nue: Old jihome 69.
-.truviser theashlog was belt ,t
tb. r t bal and two negro boys.
114 n Blakely and Mack Riley. 'wee;
we le arrested Ity-i-N-trolettau Cross foe
beiliselsreaking. were released. The
•Uo's have been in jail store Fleiday
afternoon end early Saturday (ha
nese parents were before Judge
Cross asking to be allowed to apply
elite whip and have the boys
yeti want a nee lawn mow
Itrielson's lawn grate seed. Flower
"reed that grew. Brunson's Flower
Shop. 539 Broadway,-
The Rev. Mr. Akin Will preach
al the Union Rescue mission. South
Third etreet, to,, ght
-- Tonight the members' of the
Iluilders• asporlation will enjoy te ewe
cial and enietker at the headquarfere.
on *nett Fourth street empromptu
  hee_ealleebe easeisdessese aadeare.
raneemente hate been made for ea
- pleasaet evening
-Paper.
lerankifere ley , Feb eei fiepeelail
The teinate. passed the bill to allow
11181110818 Olt SIVA/1111 clams Mies, to select
the tiniteal tiee,papers.
---,-
Many a mine run-down reputation•
is elite to his fondness for running up
ES I ARRIVED
A Fresh/
Shipment
'MULLANE'S'
WOODLAND SOODIES
ASSORTED TAFFIES
Every three or four days
we receive a fresh shipment
of these delicious candies Yoti
can't buy stale candies here.
Mallane's toothsome dainties
are fresh as a daisy when you
boy them. Best you ever
tsated; they melt in your
mouth.
Gilbert's Drug Store
aid Dreadway
Iffitass Phase No. TT.
••••••••••••••••••....0••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
tIONVICTI4 AND THEIR PETS.
Primoners Who Possess Strange Power
Over A/tinsels.
As a warder at Dartmoor once said
Seedier-eleventh Birthday Celebrated.
I An enjoyable occasion was the cele-
bration at the home of Mr. W. H.
Thompson, near Lone Oak, on Feb-
ruary to, in honor of the seventy-
seventh birthda,y of his father, Mr. G.
W. Thompson. Delightful
both vocal aid instrumental, was 1.
feature ofetile day's pleasure. At the
noon hour an elaborate and delicious
dinner was served. Those in attend-
ance were: Mr. George W. Thom.re
son, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Thempeon,
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis C. Thompson,
Mr. Taenie Thompson. Mrs. Wayne
Thomption, Miss Vere Thompson, Miss
'Ruth Thompson. Mr. end Mrs. Seitz,
,Me. and Mrs. Bass, Mr. and Mrs
1 ' •
Riley Mr. and Mrs. Martin Seitz, Mr.
and Mrs. Dee White, Mr. Reeber and
daughter, Mr. Robert Bass,
Cbricw-Department Meets Tomorrow.
,The Civics department of the Wo-
man's teeth Miss Adele Menton, chair-
man, will meet on Wediseeday morn-
ing at 10 o'clock at the club house.
All the members are asked to he
present. It is the regular meeting of
the department for February.
to the writer. "You get all kinds up loseezerw Mennerlatien to Meet Friday
I 
i
here." Convicts, says London Tit-Bits . ' at 4 p. in.
are not all' the abandoned ruffians The Paducah Forestry asetsiation
which they are so often described to will meet on Friday afteinoon at 4
be. And tine of the best proofs of this n'elock at the Woman's club hems
ie the widespread love of animalslit will be the final meeting of the
which exists among them. It is 00 president, Mr. John S. Bleecker, with
uncommon thing to find during se- the aemeteiien, as he will leave eat_
vere weather that prisoners are DRY- urday for Columbus. Ga., to-make his
Inv crumbs from their bread to feed home, and ail- Occakon. of more than
the. birds .with. And such an act is usual importance. Mr. Bleeeker has
real belt-denial: for a beg, burly Inalleibeen actively interested in the ter
Who has been hard at 'wore all day in estry subject and an inspiration to the.
a Portland 'quarry or upon a Dart- !work here. He was instrumental it.
moor, farm, does not find his rationabrinaing Dr. T. E will. of Washing.
am' more than he can comfortably ton, D. C., to lecture in Paducah and
consume. hues generously given of his time for
You can alwaysefind a few convicts the rause. He wt.11 be greatly missed
In every big prison who appear to pos.
1,4•Sil a peculiar poker over animals.
There was a man at Parkhurst a few
,carl, ago who seemed able to charm
birds. Sparrows would come into his
evil at any time, !civil on his head,
in the work here.
Popular es•r4r4) (girls and Boys ire
Barboses Chorea
The Chorus of "Barboa," the oper-
etta to he presented on.ieriday even-and feed out of his hands. And yet
Mg at the Kentucky theater for bone-this luan was serving a fifteen-year
of the D. A. R. Memorial Fountalssentence for a crime so brutal tbst 
one cannot here even mention its us-
fund, will be a notable feature of that
ture! 
'Darkling little musical comedy. It
Talking of birds In prison cells, a
embers 31 and include* PAM* of the
pretty story comes from ethckhOlms Arty
convict aerving,a long sentence In the.wel las pretty girls, graceful dancers
and fine voices. The songs, dancesprison at Stockholm managed tol
Roar of mule osiju.jerely  alid ensings of  the Chorus are espe-
riany -gfective. These-i ante-NW Tiithat the confiding little redbreasts not
only male in and out of his cell con-llt are: Miss Elsie Hodge and Mr.
siantly. but actually built there. WheniWie 'Wickliffe. Miss Anna Hill and
he *taw what was happening the eon- 'Mr. Frank Cheek, Miss Claire St.
vice asked to ,be allowed to see the John and Mr. David Yelser. Jr.; Mies
governor, aid Tinpleteisif -tarn to 5rdereet0e"- ltlettb and -Mr: A. -Rhodes.
that the birds should be left alone. Miss Allie D. Foster and Mr. John
The governor granted the mow. and Donovan, Jr.; Mies Ethel Hawkins
he certainly never had reason to regret and Mr. • Mel Byrd, Jr.; Miss Mary
his action. The convict: ,previously Byrd aad Mr. Brooks Holliday, Miss
sullen and dangerous. -becalm! the Etvell Haim and Mr. Scott Lamb. 'Mr.
most tractable man in the prison. He Robert Mitchell. Miss Lamb and Mr.
took the keenest delight in watching Zech Hayes, Mies Ernestine, Alms and
his visitor.* hatch out tour young ones. lfr. Buy Pearce. Miss Louise Janes
and these In turn he tamed till they and Mr George Scott, Miss Willie
would come to i leen at a whistle. Willis and Mr. Clyde Warren, Miss
Gradually the' convitt's character Helen Powell and Mr. D. Salvo.
changed entirely, and lam Augest, two Miss Brooks Smith and Mr. Harry
years after the first visit of the rob- Singleton, Miss Elizabeth Wiiiiamson
ins, be. wasreleased on ticket of leave, and Mr Salem Cope.
There was an amueIng Irene ono The five couples who will dance the
day in January. 1903, in an Isle of Island Dance in the last act at the re-
lit-4th! tra-n. Four grown men were ception to the king are: Miss Elsie
epee on their heeds and knees in a Hodge and Mr. Will Rite-le:Me. Miss
third-class carriage. •elbeteettle bunt- Claire, St. JOhn and Mr. David Vetoer
lite vigorously for something. letleir- Jr, Mies Anna Hill and Mr. Felix St.
Ing what wae the matter, the guard
found that the object of their search
sea a mouwe The int n were released
erg-7/mm l'aritliurnt. and the
meteor hed escaped from the ,custody
of one of them. Fortanetele Its own-•
er managed to -recapture It unbert.
and when he had done so be carefully
isplaeed It inside hea cap. lie Feld
that the little erealtire had been his
fondant -friend and companion for
two years past. and that it had become
so tame that it would sit in his open
hand and eat the crumbs with which
he fed It. He could not bear co leave
his pm b.hind I the prison, and so
Its was 'skier it with him.
An elderly "lifer' at Dartmoor, a
fernier. has an amazing-wee with ani-
mals. There le a large Meek of sheep
belonging 10 the prison, and these are
the old fellow's special care. When
lambs are left motherless be feeds
thew' so carefully that he rarely loess
one. and It leU pretty sight to watch
the lambs follow hrth about, almost as
though then- considered him their
mother. The, farm collies are also
strongly attached to this prisoner, and
the man himself loves his charges so
well that he has kett all wish for lib-
erty.
Statham at Royalty.
Royalties are early cured of any
shyness of being looked•at. They are
there to he seen. and both the. King
and- Queen, atien they go-to the opera*
and turn mete glaseter-elletO the reels
pants of opposite boxes, are _openly
amused by the dIscfmeerted look* of
persons .who feel abashed under the
InepectIon. :Not a -t-race of self-con-
ecloueneas is left on the face of an
English royalty, with the exception of
perhaps, is sine. princets -under an ar-
tillery of glances. Such Attentions
are anything but resented. Indeed.
the beautiful Duchess of Devonshire
used to say that when the butcher boy
ceased to turn round after her in the
street she would know tier reign was
voer. The King and Queen will 'lever
leek inch homage All the same, the
delight of Edward VII in finding him.
self SO immune &ors observation at
his favorite watering . 
plats iS one
'Which everybody concerned, and his
I'abject. most of all should make sae-rifieee to preperve for him.- tondon
ebronicle
NecKWear
for Spring
Just in by express, the
newest and latest weaves
and shapes, direct from
the importers, Welsh,
Magoron ;Sr Cp., in a
profusion of luxurious
silks. We are 'hewing
the new cravats, many
patterns exclusive with
this house. The richest
colorings and most re•
cent styles ever shown.
Price from 50 cents up,
Sty Window
Dirplay.
..101r
John, Was Brooks Smith and Mr. visiting her parente at Foutte and
Harry Singleton, Miss Elizabeth Wil- 'Jackson streets.
Mr. and Mrs. John Morton, of Gra-
hamville, are parents of a fine girl
Mrs. Sapinsky he yparett Tonight, baby born this morning.'
Mrs. Carrie 'Rothschilde Sapinaky Mrs. S. Z. Holland. of.Grahamtelle,
of Louisville, will make her initial s Ili of rheumatism at her home.
appearance in Paducah this evening Mrs. Charles Etter, 421 Tennessee
at 8 o'clock in swig recital at the 'Betel, is improving from her illness.
Eagles' hall it Broadway. and Sixth Miss Mamie O'Brien, of 1001 Jet-
Street, under the anspices of the Mat- fereon street, left today for Spring-
inee Musical club. Mrs. Sapinsky's Meld, Tenn., to spend a few weeks
reputation as a singer will insure her with Mrs. H. T. Stratton.
an appreciative welcome here • from Mr. C. 0. Nuchols went to Prince-
an musk lovers. Ohe has a mezzo- ton and Eddyville today on businees.
contralto voice of wonderful power Mr. F. B. Stanford, who has been
and compass and is a dramatic artist visiting friends in the city for several
in the -interpretation of her songs. days, left for his home in Louleville.
Her program for the evening is Mr. Tom Coburn has returned from
charmingly varied in its selection. a butanes* trip.
Mist,- Mamie Drythss sill be the ac- Me. Oscar Kruger has returned te
companist for Mts. Sapineky this Memphis after a visit to friends. and
evening. relatives In the city.
An informal reception in honor of Charles Holcomb left'this morhine
Mrs. Sapineky- will be shell after the for a trip to Calvert City and Kutawa
recital in the rooms of the Commer- Ed Foster went to Princeton the
cell club by the Matinee Museical morning.
club. Merles Graham want to Kuttaea
this .morning to look after tobaece
Warehouse interests there.
Mr. W. D. Ryan, marshal of Bar-
low, was-in the city today on a busi-
ness trip.
Mr. Robert Ewell left today for a
trip through west Kentuckf and Ten-
nessee. -
Col. James O'Mara returned to hi.
honre-tn Evansville today-after a via it
to Mrs. Kate Craig and Captain Wil-
liam Stone.
Misses Mary and Louise Savage, f
Jackson, Tenn., are the guests of thee
sister, Mrs. M. E. Dodd, of North
Fifth street.
Mr. John D. Smith, of Eddyville,
is In the city visiting his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gilliam, M se
Ethel &wee and Mr. Thomas Clark
are visiting Mrs. Fannie Price, of
Fulton.
Miss Rosa McGinnis. of Broadway,
has returned from a visit to Mrs.
Nannie,Boyle. of Murphysboro, Ill.
Mee. T. 'Miller Sisson and Mrs. Jo-
A. Miller are visiting Mrs. Clay G.
Lemon, of Mayfield.
Miss Ethel Robertson has returned
(root Mayfield' after visiting Miss
Ruby Flack.
Mr. Quincey Wallace left today for
Memphis to attend the meeting, of the
grievance committee of the Railway
Carmen. Mr. Wallace is chairman of
the committee.
Mrs. M. Swope, of 514 North Sixth
Street, was operated on this morning
and is recoverine.
Mrs. L. B. Ragon and Mrs. J.
Scott Ferguson are guests of Mrs.
Pima* 444'weet at Barlow-
today night a coloneal a ffaTr was giv-
en in their honor.
Mrs. Wilder Wear, who has been
Quito ill of congestion at her home
near Thad and Monroe streets< is
Much improved.
A girl was born to Mr. and Mrs.
James Roach, of Tyler, last night.
Mrs. Bomar Sweeney returned to
her home in Paris, Tenn., yesterday
after a weelliend visit to her sistee.
Miss Virgiaia - Newell, at the Craig
Annex. -
Mrs. Minnie W. Herndon, of Clarks-
ville. Tenn.. arrived yesterday to visit
her mother, Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm.
who has been Ill for ten days from
grip at the home of her son, Mr.
James E. Wilhelm, on North Fifth
street.
Mr. Harry Facie of Evansville,
Ind., is in thee-city on business
Mr. W. B. Smith is ill atetis home
on Jefferson Street with The Brie and
teassilftis.
iiaLLISOU and Mr. Seletu Cope,
•
Carps. Diem Club.
Mint Maggie Lydon will entertain
the Carpe Diem club this evening at
hor home, 422 South Tenth street.
Retail Merchants' Banquet,
The Retail Merebanis' Association
will have a bapquet .teitt smoker' at
e Woman's cher house this evening
from II until 14 o'clock. It will be a
pleasant social occasion to which in-
vitations have been extended to out-
of-town merchants.
Social Evening for Church Societies.
The Woman's Foreign Missionary
eocieffes of the Broadway Methodist
church will be entertained this even-
ing at the home of Mrs. W. A. Mar-
tin, 11,07 Jefferson street. It will be
pleasant social occasion with musi-
cal and literary features.
Delphic Club,
The Delphic Nub nut this morning
in regular weekly session at the Car-
negie library. An interesting pro-
m-ant was presented.
Obersausest-Withers.
The marriage of Miss Laura Ober-
hausen and -Mr. Harry Withers was
solemnized this afternoon at 3:30
o'clock at The St. Francis de Sales
Catholic church. The Rev. Father H.
W. Jansen performed the ceremony.
it was a pretty ceremonial. The bride
wore a becoming gown .of white
cloth elegantly trirwmed in, lace. She
wore the bridal velfl and carried a
Wee &mine% oLlorlde's_r9.6-es,_ She
was accompanied by her maid of lion-
or, Mho May Milburn, who . wore a
pretty costume of white cloth and
carried pink roses. The best man was
Mr. John A. Oberhausen, of Topeka.
Katmai% a brother of thebride.
An informal reception from 6 un-
til 10 o'clock will be giro& at the
home of the bride's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. Oberhausen, 445 South
Twenty-first 'street. pretty feature
of the occasion is that the daughter's
wedding day celebrates the twepty-
fourth wedding .weeiventary of her
father and mother. After an eastern
bridal trip Mir. and Mrs. Withers will
make their home at 405 South leven-
ty-erst street.
For Mrs. Utterback.
Mrs. W. H. Bowman entertained
with a euchre party Friday afternoon-
at her home on End Fifth street. in
honor of Mrs. James Utterback, of
Paducah. • The affair was a very en.
joyable one. Thuile present were:
Mesdames R. B. Rutherford, W. G.
Elder, John Lyddane Loren Whitely.
W. S. Dean, J. T. Griffith, H. C. Wat-
kins, J. W. McCulloch, ledwite, Field,
F. A. Ames, C. L.. Applegate, Vance
King, John Lyne, S. S. Watkins. D. L.-
Merritt, T. A. Pedlese Charles Walker.
Michel Smith. R. L. Weldon, George
Triplett, Charles ThIxton. of •Leuis-
illie: D. M. Griffith, James Utter-
heck. of Paducah; W. F. /Reiman. W.
M. Rudd, A. B. Guenther, (Trey Wood-
son, Martin Mattingly. M. C. StIrman,
Bailey Clarke, W. Q. Adams, Frank
B. Guenther, 0. H. Barrows; Misses
Elizabeth Little and Edith Stewart
Ntiller.-Owenshoro Messenger.
Barbee Relwantel at Hotel Craig.
The rehearsal for 'Hartroa" will
take place at 7:3(1 o'clock tonight at
the Hotel Craig. The change is made
from Feigleee halt owing to the gong
recital of Mr,. 'Sapinsky being given
there.
sinece,e.fal Entertaion...1.t.
The Grace Chirreh Guild cleared
$50 at the entertainment given last
night at the pareh house, when the
decidedly clever little play of "Fen-
nel" was given under the direction of
Mr. and Mrs.. James A. Young and
the- sere s of living pictures from
James Whitcomb Riley's lemma were
featured. The Guild is working to
carpet the chmeh whtrh is now in the
hands of the decorators. The Friend's
society of the church is having the
frescoing done. 1 Mrs. emanda Wilhelm, of Fifth
and Jeffersoe str•wts. Is recovering
from an attack or the grip.
Col. John Theobeld. of the Mayfield
road, who et III of pneumonia, Is rest-
ing easy.
Mrs. Mary E Beth of the Mayfield
road, is HI of the grip.
Miele •Allie Wall. of Seventh street
and Broadway. went to Henderroa
for a two weeks' visit with friends.
From there she will go to Nashville
to visit for several weeks.
Mr. C E bier, of Louisville, is
visiting in the city for a few days.
Miss Anna Porter Berryman. rif
Lexington, Ky., is visiting Mrs. J H.
roe 'er. of 1120 Kentucky avenue.
Mrs Euclid UrayoR 141014.110, lb
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While Saturday is Hart's
SPECIAL SALE DAY
Hart Has Humping
Nod Bargains
For his customers every day. Re-
member that Hart always has your
interest at heart.
Hart's goods are just as represented,
and the price is at all times at the
lowest point.
Hardware, house furnishings and
kindred lines are shown at fitful
figures.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated,
er;
Subscribeas inserting want ads in
The Sun will kindly remember that
all ewe% Items ate tube paid for when
the ad is inserted, the rule applying
to every one without exception.
NEWS OF COURTS
Circuit Court.
aludge L. P. Little. of Owensboro,
who has been commissioned by Gov-
ernor Willimn to preside at the trial
of several equity cases vend ng, before.
the circuit court, in w h Judge
Reed is or ,has been nterested. ar-
rived this morning and is hearing the
cases
The first case disposed of was that
of the City National bank against le
O Starks, etc.. In which a judgment
her the Pleintit in the sum of $e73.4,5
was rendered.
Marriage Licensee
Harry B. Withers and Anna Laura
Olechausen..
-0. B. Cash and Dora Cash,
Deeds; Filed.
J. L. Gardner to Samuel Mueller,
land in county, $1,000.
A. G. Gilbert to Carrie Gilbert,
property on Clinton road. $125.
J. R. Bowles to W. 11. Stone. land
In county, $467.
WO Prone TRY.
ROOMS for light housekeeping,
313 Madison.
FOR heating and stovewood rine
437. F: Levin.
FOR BENT-Two rooms, 1-246
Clay.
HUY your coal of C. M. Cagle. Best
lunep 12c at cards. New phone 975.
WANTED-Roomers and boarders.
Apply 917 South Forth.
SEWING machine for sale. Rea-
sonable. Call 1205, old phone.
COOK wanted; 327 South Fourth.
Chris Leibel.
J. -IC-MOROAN toree shoeing,
general repairing. rubber Urea, 4e3
South Third.
LEAVE orders for tree trembling
and pruning. Carpenter repair. work.
New phone 142.
NOTICE-Before selling ;our fur-
niture and stoves see Brooks Bros.
for best prices. 221 Kentucky avenue
--upT—beather handbag containing
about  Return to this office
and 
ree6 
reward.
-9'O RENT - Furnished rooms1
0
with bath, 427 Clark. Phone 1434,
old.
B. P.. ROOK-Eggs for sale $1.00.
ape-lent' seu niting. Apply 1214 Bernhethe
In Police Ousel.
This morning the docket in the po-
lice court was: Breast of peace-
Tolbert Barney, teetered. $10 - and-
,empts. Obtaining money by false-pre-
tenses-W.. K Peas. disthissed on
motion of cotiety attorney. House-
breaking--ClIfford Jenkins, James
Vickers mid Homer Aix, held to the
grand jury and bend fixed at $e041.
,Breach or --erdinance---Will Lewis,
colored, e5 and costs.
New Paint and Paper Vonesne„
Mr. T C. Rogers, of Fulton, has
anoved to Paducah arid will shortly
open op a palm and wallpaper estab-
lishment. Mr Rogers comes vary
highly recomniended and should Sod
al good opening fer his tinsinona. He
has not as yet eecgred a location, but nation for railway and other govern-
has several in view and will make the ment positions. Superior instruction
ennoencement of It US goon as he is by mail. Established 14 years. Thon-
established , isands of successful students. Sample
questions and "HOW Government Po.
Every time,* man puts his toot in aitlnas Aro Meeerect" sent free Inter.
it be Nees Ski kiskiallikallalltr. stale Illehools, Ceder Rapids, Iowa.
YOUR Cle-O-fr-4ES will always look
like new If cleaned and preload by
James Duffy, South Ninth 'seat
Broadway. Phone 338-a.
FOR SAI.10- Last season's full
blooded Buff Cochin roosters. Also
white Pekin ducks. Ring new phone
239.
FOR RENT-A;three-room cottage;
on Tennessee street between Seventh
and Eight. Apply to W. D. Greer,
321 North Fifth. grams
FOR EENT-Elght room brick !
house with bath, on Kentucky avenue
near High school. Apply to Mrs.
'Body at J. A. i. rud Sons. I
W A NTE D--F rst-ciass young than
stenographer. Must operate Oliver ,
typewriter. Address If. Snyder,
drawer P., Padureh,
401.0M()N The tiller, has removel
to 522 Broad:way: teedee Trite-heart
where he eiould be pleased
to show you his neer line of speng
samples.
FOR SA LE---One t we-store_ _tram('
bottle et 526 Harahan blv. 'Modern 1
improvements. Cheap for cash Ad- 1
drew M. B. Austin. 116 North Set:
teenttt street. •
-TOR SA139....-F1 rood; cottage-on
54 foot lot. corner 27th and Broad-
say. If can sell at once will tale
51,1600 cash. Call and se It. J. H
Dagger.
RELIABLE MAN-Earn $6 daily
In spire time as district manager:
largest advertising company, and
learn business wherein rompetents
make $141,000 yearly. No catenating
Bodkin. department 24$. elite:ego.
--YOUNG-MEN to.prepa- esime
4
WANTED-For U. S. army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 18 and 35; citizens of the United
States, of good eharacte- and temper-
ate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. Men wanted for
service in Cuba and the Philippines.
For information apply to Recruiting
Officer, New Richmond House, Pa-
ducah, Ky.
TRW MACHINE S i"
NEW INDUSTRY ADDER TO. PA-
DreltErSTURT:-
Mr. M. linonlel• and Mr. Igen Pees
Have Opened a Shop at Second
and 1A'ashingtou.
Mr. Mike Knowles and Mr Ben
Pue* have opened up a machine shop
and'foundry at Second and Washing-
ton streets under the firm name of the
Mechanics Foundry and Machine
Shoes, and the new enterprise starts
off with every prospect of success.
Both gentlemen are expert machin-
ists, and have been connected with
some of the best plants in the coun-
try. They are equipped with all the
essential machinery and haves already
booked some good size contracts.
James Miller.
James Miller, the 11-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller, of
rider, died yesterday at Frankfort.
where he was attending school. Mrs.
Miller formerly lived in Paducah and
iMrs. J. W. Hedges. 523 South Sixth
street, was the grandmother of the•
It-611d.
Bruneon'S Plower Shop,
529 Broadway. is the. place to get the
finest roses, earnatione, !violets or
floral designs.
 IMO
America ia still the largest con-
sumer of cocoa. The cocoa crop of
19.0.6 amounted to 149,020,695 kilo-
OMM=MIEWMIININNWMOWIN
FOR
RENT
Rooms o • e r
Lendiet & Ly-
don. now oc-
cupied by Dr.
Stamper.
Possession
March 1,190$.
LEN DLER
4 LYDON _
. Sb EVENING SUN
-
t FElif(tetitl 23. •
CATARRHBLOOD UNHEAErnSYSTEM DERANGED
The entire inner portioa of the body is covered with mucous membrane;
II membitanous tissue is abundantly supplied with blood VCS5C1.3, veins,
"uteri 1. and capillaries. Each of these is eu stant I y supplying to this tissue
or lining, blood to' nourish and strengthen it and keep the system healthy.
When the blood becomes infe0ed with catarrhal matter ills not able to fur-
sigh the required amount of healthful properties, but keels the parts with
impurities which disease the membranes and tissues so that they become
Irritated and inflamed, and Catarrh, with all its disagreeable and dangerous
syaptoms, is established in the system. There is a constant ringing in the
ears, a thin, watery discharge from the nostrils, the breath has an offensive
odor, slight fever often actompanies the diseaee, and gradually the entire
health becomes affected and the system upset and deranged. In its earlier
;stages. when Catarrh iaiconfined to the nose and throat, sprays, washes,
lahalations, etc., are soothing and in a way beneficial, because they are
deanly and usually antiseptic, but such treatment has no curative effect.
because it does not reach the blood. To cure Catarrh the blood must be pur-
ified, and this is just what S. S. S does. It
goes down into the circulation and attacks
the disease at its foundation; it removes the
cause and makes the blood pure and healthy
Then the blood vessels are filled with fresh,
reinvigorated blood, which is carried to all
PURELY VEGETABLE the mucous surfaces and linings, the inflane
• mation and irritation are corrected, the symte
toms all disappear, the health is improved and Catarrh is permanently cured.
• Baolt on Catarrh and any medical advice free to a!i who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, GA
S.
Top of (be (continent.
It muzt have :wen a piettsant and
Columbus-like feeling that filled and
thrilled the soul of eaeh fine traveler
on each of the great rivers of America
It must have been so, because that it:;
how the ttormal boy .feels when he
tads a new path through the woods or
acmes lots, and the masexplorer is
but a large-print edition o- the bW.-
explorer, ece writes Aubree Fullerton
in the Technical World Magazine for
December.
Those were greet and ;41:aeons first
trips up the St. Lawrence, from cast
to west; down the Mississippi, north
to snuth. up the Columbia, west to
east; down the Mackenzie, south to I
north. They are history now, and if
you want to know what they felt like
there are only two ways of findingl
lout. and they only in part: to read the
: jourtieh, of lir.. men oha made them,
or. Ptiel, to follow Yourself in the
i
summer-or next dee n the Mack, nate.
it
by 
With hch an introduction. the au-
thorlath toefffre ona tie ionf hein gtetrest in g  rog 
this
1-v•nweli
llustrated with photographs. of the re-
:mem-es of the tretnendous new North-
aest, juh: "tee' its IsteeeSS of opening
.uP for settlement.
Pose. Hunt-. Negro .tooliant.
Nat lee, Miss.. Feb. :le—Sheriff
Clark. Special Deputy Mike .F.•e-an and
a posse are scouring the country in
search of a negro wko shot and fatally
wounded Robert .Yart-tiky. a young
flagman 'on the Ya,aoa and Ildseetaippi
Vallee train 'shirt left this city short-
ie after midnight for Nrw Orleans. ,
Glue Your Eyes
to the tier upop tier of advantages
we offer men of care and forethought
in their attire. Midseason offerings
of fabrics made Into perfect fitting
garments of our fashioning show the
trend of the times--Deonomy and
small expenditure. Please, call and.
see.
M. M. DALTON,
4fM Broadway
With Warne & Warren, Jewelers.
1
 CA RP E T _CLEAN INCi
We are the only people in Paducah who can clean a
carpet l'IsEA.S. We have an up-to-date mitchine to
do the wink. It rlitiree the nap, brightens the Color
atrd makes it look like new. Can handle any size—
none too large. Ring up both phones 121.
I NEW CITY LAUNDRY & COL WORKS
114-116 Broadway
ilia:p.
ENTIRE NAVY TO
BE REORGANIZED
Refurnin to be Similar to Army
improvement.
Will Take 14m1 OIK Whole Naval Scan-
dal Before Thy Wikl Allow Thom.
reeve. to Ifor the Plespegoats.
SIMS AND HILL ARE ANGRY.
Washington, Feb. ,ii.—The admin-
istration is drafting and preparing for
submission to congress. a navy reor-
ganization bill which shall separate
the flue and create a flexible and ef-
ficient organization such Its was
brought into heifer by the army reor-
ganization drafted by Secretary Root.
:There is little Outward indication of
the. treiliendous internal warfare &-lug waged in the navy department.
From recent indications two men:
Lieutenant-Commander Sims, chief of
target practice and naval tilde to the
president. and Lieutenant-Commander
attached to theAtivy board, pre-
-sided- over by Admiral Dewey are on
the reek
It ean be stated euthoritatively that
they will not accept the designetioa
without a fight. and If they do fight
the lid is likely to be- blown off with Washington,' n- •••'• •1) " •1. 3 - -in-
all tie: nueidental damage to repute= flueaced larg*-1y b a statement from
ton and prestige of several eaters. President Rocsevelt that he has en
Deep and bitter is the denuesiation difterenreri with E hi Harriman over
of the secretary of the gavy who has the proposition that the government
eingled out Hill and Sims as the two Malt reimburse the Southern .Pacifie
men to categerically Interrogate as to company for Mone s spent in saving
hre Reuterdahl lied other navy crit'llie Imperial valley in eouthern Call-
les got their faets. • fortes from Inundn, ion by the .Colo-
Shan and BM Angry. rado river, the trete, committee on
"You Allowed Reeterdahl to go on 
tbliallilhs.hil,s.hpreapapprrlitstig,1 tiottestakseornuepthitnhg.
board the warships," says the seen-
over $1.500.000 to pay the. Harrimantat) of the navy. in substanse to Sims.
-Reuterdahl is with the fleet now--
company back its exeenditures.
I did nut give him permission to go,-
The committee all: hold a meet-
ing tomorrow morning to consider asaid Sims in rt•ply practically.
bill which R. T. Cory, chief engineet
e This
is the trade-
markwhich
is on every
genuine
bottle of
Scott's Emulsion
sold in needy all the countries of
the world. Nothing equals it to
build up the weak and wasted
bodies of young and old.
Al DolOrtelo 1110e. mid $ .00.
HARRIMAN.
IVILL RECEIVE 1101:li 1111,-
1,10N le iitiel Re.
theeeident Thinks Ile, Railroad Ditt
Goverosnems Set,,,,- ill l'rs-..rs-
lag teneet
The friends of Sims and Hill are of the California Development coneextremely argry at the pubileatkon in patty. and Max Evert, attorney fo.a New York paper which Pomealloa a that teneern. will be heard.navy organ of a repon, that Sims had. The Southern Pacific. Is suPPoreel to•quoted Admiral Evans as saying the-- be the onner of el per cent of thearmor belt en the fleet was submer -
ad when the fl"-et took pea-way part
the capes. This seOry had e tendency
to prove that Sims wes doing al the
talking, that he was responsible for
att-tte vaertig-trar,- iffd ifiat
would be dieciplined. It added that
Sans had declared he received the in-
formation from Admiral Evans and
that Secretary Metcalf had cabled the
admiral for verification.
• -Denies Report.
"It is absolutely false." said Lieu-
thnant-Commander "I never
quoted Admiral Evans as saying the
armor belt was awash. 1 was never
asked It I had quoted him, and so for
as 1 kroa, no vales has been sent the
admiral asking him about It."
Secretary Metcalf said last night:
"ThaC I cap vans Is an abso-
lute canard. The whole story is a
falsehood."
A man seldom overlooks an mover-
utnIty to Melte himself the hero of his
•wn story.
If friends are regarded as
only, we will soon spend them.
 r_41111111Y
•
•
•
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
are making a special mailing
rate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
' Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
I.
stock of the thillfornia Development.
'company. which did the work of cis-
ins the gap in the Colorado river
through which the eater poured into
Ihe-lizapseSal-etallee-entoe-he
asset' in g the fl000line of the Imperial val-
ley he had done a service to the route
try as. well as to his own interests,
and should, therefore, be treated as
justly as•poesible.
_
!ATHLETICS B0011
AT HIGH SCHOOL
Boys Propose to Take to Ci nth. r
Path Shor1131.
Ekeek.as of (captain. of Teraina Take
l'Issice a1e4 lkisi4,Ii SeWss..41 is
.1aal it .
THE ENJol•
0
ITe-pite the wet weathee othlet
is the sole ta:k of the Higb echo,:
students outside study' hours, and the
noes and girls are preparing for the
learnt dais of spring. Yesterday after-
noon the athletic. airreelation held a
meeting and discussed the prospects
of putting out teams.- For several
weeks talk of organizing a trace team
has letiu smouldering. and yesterday
resulted iu the election of 'William
Wilhelm as captaio. This meals, that
the local boy* tike to she cinder
path. and pt•eliminasy runs will be
made soon. In the 'meanwhile the
tees will limiter tip thpir muselee be
tent:gel:tante). wale, and skatonle
• Out front the dusethe ball, hat an,
unit mute crime, as the High school
lads -have received 'a c•hallenge frem
the Jackson, Tent e. High school. The
lads responded su•terii:ks by electing
Edwin Cave manager rif the team anu
the first warm days the rwieers will
he out _throwing, In baseball the
High school boys believe they will be
steleseful, and as soon as the players
teazle-cut the capteln will he sole:tel.
The challenge from the Jacteson High
sinhOo: 'probably aill the accepted for
a game some time !his year.
Itaekethall.
I 'ha to pi, sli p gaulle,. unions; th•
g iis• bast:a:Mt:I teems sell begin next
eiek. Set urday two niore.teante nil
he ore:mired from the large ?quad.
:it'd renting the four teems the game,
ei:1 be peeted. Mies,Ethel fl!..Thls was
eieetisl lks the girls yesterdne after-
eetileas mansgi.r of the teams and to
at range for the p:aeiug. The c•hant-
pionstee :ere. of Ole sietool w 111
11.1rt• iit:ZUn this week, lout Miss Mar,
ga-r! Carnaese, eaptain of few of the
teams. Is wit of the elle. The regu-
lar prat ti,' -of the team a ec, he heel
istrnor7o5 afternoon at the Eagle's
Notice to Subscribers
i=tibserilsers are cautioned not to be alarmed or eoereed
by the false ri-porta miliW heiug circulated. All, tire
alarms and police calls are transmitted prumptly to
the departments.
East Tennessee Telepbone Co.
•
President Roosevelt's stritem•,.nt as..
made verbally to Senator Flint and
Representative Smith, of Califortea,
both of whom introduced bills to ro
lenburee the Southern Pa' life. and to
Chairman Miller. -of the -httrise - teml-
mittee on claims. vete at he sum-
moned to the %tete house on Sane-
day (or the express purpo.e, of Me
pr. ssing upon him his belief that Hat-
rime's (night to Le paid.. • •
Wel Smite to Country. _
There was no surrendering on the
part of the president of an adverse
opinion he ma e have had concernitez
the desiraffillte of Harriman as a citi-
zen, or as a trine manipulator) He
desired it stre te understood that he
advocated the passage of some kind
of a bill reimbursing liarriman and
his company merely on -the ground
that In the parecular Instance invoe-
"BARBOA"
E%Ettl'ONE WILL RE DELlefiTED
111TH PROGIC %le
•11.
Inatome is Name That Would Do
Troll. pear,. Ineoductien to
Injustice.
Theater-going people' have mete
itielsan Srt*portutrity ter hear more
catchy music. or a prettier ellortis
than will be seen at The Kentuek.
Freday eyelike; The cast is le-tete
—it cannot be called amateur —Mr..
Lillian Lancaster tour Miss Flora
Mae Clark) at. the young "wife of the
Island" is good. Her singing is i
wonderful surprise to the Paducah
people. She has leveret beautiful
duple with Mr.. elehard Scott, who
takes the part of /van most accept-
ably''-Mr, James Young, as the Irish
woman, 7To-MoIlle,'5 should bring
down the house.
Miss Caroline Hans as the belle of
the Island, is clever. She hits woadu-
rill dramatic ability. Her voice Is a
perfect dramatic soprano, and she
takes the character "benarno" as If it
were written for her. Mr. Robert
Setoff ss king of the Wend, is eyes)
inch the king. His solos In Barboa
are likely suited to his voice.
Three fancy fiances will be Minor
lured in the operetta. The "Island
Dance" is given before the king In
the last act. Thec operetta In every
way deserves a crowded house Friday
evening. not only because It is for
the benefit of the 11 A. R. memorial
forlatain, being given by home Peoele
hut It Is written by a twine man, Pro-
fessor Deal.
You ean nailer &Sprosg by telling
him be Is flattery proof.
Anomie the other inside web have
strove, anti dierusta.11
Ineen.1 of 'Hs afternoon.
• iteeesteill among the boys of the
il.eh school, Is eritert.s11404. and the
• is of -.electing a hem (eine up
f,,,r die 'lesion yesterday afternoon,
hut tlfe [steatitic of the sasorlat_lon ad-
j.; ifelinle Kelton
taken
It historical Iitsuitest.
The date for the otatorical eontret
of the High site ols of western Kr n-
tuelo . e "ill he hell at'llopkinee
elite. has been postponed from March
7 ti• Mart h It. Ties wIll be more
faNer,:lsle to tho• High Seh001. a; the
•sele ewe of the representative does
not tale pee, tint!' next Monday.
Mises 1,11, le Wei!. Mary R. Jennings
and_ Lie liarth have been selected
to an-siege a niesical program for nest
lefoncity eeeeine.
I NI Ca'herine Powell. of the Washington Imielinse was I hp only teacher
lone today and r reont wasTn charge
ogre lame.
Is it tc,0 p • or fl -p?'
1 -Harper's Weekly
-
lie who has-no time to gut ready Is
ne‘• at any tine
When You Want
the Best
COAL
And Want it
Promptly
Phone 479
H. E. JOYNES
All Coal No Clinkers
The Price is Down
The Quality is Up
11111.111111114
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great des/ chewer to place seauat subsoriptiene to sev-
eral magacres at the mme tem e and order them all together from
us. than It Is to buy the same in agasines singly or subscribe to them
tele. Conabtnation club offset are now made by ',kWh sub-
:Perers to several magazines an secure bargain prices, sometimes
getting three or four magazines for the price of one or two. Sub-
scriptions inky be sent to different maroons. if desired, and may be-
gin with any month. I,.et us know what tnegaaines you are took-
Mg now or what magazine* you want to take text year, and we will
emote the combination price. at ow leg saving to be effected.
SAMTLIC
MeClure's Magazine $1.110
or Americas
Reader Magazine.... 8.00
Metropolitan ..I.60
or World Today
or Woman's Home
Onompttolon $6 00
All for $ao% Ralf Pries
Reader Magazine ...51 00
Review of Reviews ..3 00
or Outing
or A inatee's
or Smart Set
0
Both for 113.00, Half Trice
Dottie Masaaine, 0
..1.50
or Coeneepolitas
or An:teethes
or Success
$2. 60
BARGAINS.
Cosmopolitan $1 00
Rouse lisigusise ..1.0•
&WOO. .. • ...1 OS
Or American
$3 00
All for S.J.30
Weekly !enter Ocean
and Farmer ....$1 00
McCall's Magazine .. .50
(with pattern)
Home 1.00
_
$2.50
All tor 41I.2i. Half Price
Designer., ..$0.60
(with fashions)
Costuopolltan 1.00
Reader Magazine .. 3 00
54 se
Both for $1,65 All for 'SAM
- - ---
oggiorte perwripthie elth beautiful Harrison r..hor
cover listing all magazines singe' and to clubs at lowest rates, sent
you fres on receipt et poetel carol request.
_
Central Magazine Agency - • Indianapolis. Indiana.
The keible-Mereill company.
ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber
Stearn Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.
Both Phones 201 s Fourth St.
324 Kentucky Avenue,
INSURANCE AGENTS
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
lire,
Life
ACT.ricta,
Health,
A utemobile,
Steam Boiler,
Bonds,
Plate Clain,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator.
Mike Phones pliet,31:, Besideace Phones Old 73614••• 724
Ceunpboll Building, PaduCash, Ky.
LOOK AT.THE STAMP
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FOR C8fer
' FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Call. Send of Ttiodeve• Go it.
Plumes 835. FRATEENCIT BLDG
PADUCAH, Mr-
HENRY MANN, JR,
1311110Ve1) TO THIRD AID
EMPITUVKI.
Seek elndlag. Mask Wert. Limp
end "Arse, Work a specialty.
KILL mg COUCH
/ED CURE ms LUNGS
*vitiDt's King's
News ‘Discovery
• T..ouP1,."
AND All THROAT '4118 LUNG TNOU
GUARANTEED RATHIP
MOSEY
siewommesemmesmwwwwwserw
1
ILI N 018 CENTRAL EL
et IISION BUIJ•KTUI.
The toiiO4ioo-redueed ram
anutsineeti:
MARDI oats
New Orleans. ILm. March 3.
1110E.
For the above occsaion the
Raileoad corn-
patty will sell round trip eck-
tee on February 2'6. :7, 2,1,
29 and on 'March 1 and Z.
Itioa. for $15 95. good re-
tureine until March 10, 1908.
iiifinformation. apply to•
City Ticket °Moe, Fifth and
Broadway. or Union Depot.
J. To, DONOVAN.
Agt City Ticket CM*
R. M. PRATBAR,
Arent Union Depot
EMI waLTMORE People's Cure MANY VISITORS 1
REAL ESTATE fur Stomach Ills O B. WARSHIPSAGENCY It weuld,be belly to any thet a perigee
should al greys be his own doctor. There
are times 7q0en 00. eseinot be too quick
in consulting a competent aud reliable
?laysician, but the tact does remain that
:here are many ailments that can be
:erect at home at very little expense.
such remedies can he bought at any
irst-class drug store for a small sum.
Among the diseases that can be effec-
Feely treated at home are such as per-
.in to the stomach, liver and bowels,
like constipatien, dyspepsia, teliousness,
latuteney, sour sumach. bloated stomach. a.c k
geotaches. heartburn. dn. For these toughies
Uteri la so better remoly lion Br. 0110141.'6
Sy -up Pepaln, 1.130 grew herb lax itivetompound.
and among Ito summate.% friends are the doe-
tonw th• ode Yea In such troubles they know
they ha)e nothing bitter to offer than the
instants coot/oral In th:o r. tiled,. and hence
Lb.. liber.,1 ones advise their patients to take It.
It mien happens that at th • oottlID.110•41,'44
.4 an littailk SOIne Petople heSlt • e to take Weft 11.
sazieie tweedy. and run to a doctor. but After
trying various doctors &key Snail, take Dr.
St rup Pepsin sad base their coons
cc re. orded by a cure A good case In point
Is BBB of Air Beira. of Luerrenceyil.e.
who aufftred from what the doctors called ca.
birth of the stomach. Ile was Elven up to dab
by three leading t•bYsiebin... He bad no appo
cite, eouldo't digest shut little he did eat. had
..vere pains in the stomach. and finally. mo-
ments whrt. he himself thought be would MIL
Ultimately he ass oda had to try Dr. Caldwell'.
49rup Pepsin sod did so. and now be la entirely
:urea and Sae gained IS pounds. He naturally
tdvisea all sufferers Bum weak stomach to use
A. It can be bad In 110 cent and Si bottles. WA
sesulut ant sinelatety guaranteed or money is
<dwelled.
Buy a bottle to-day and a atch
FREE TEST ZeilZr5:13:41"4,-;",,,r-
tog as spo • tee swine bond rat la IddrIga• gy
We-stow tea commed. TM. our Is la Prow Hat thit
remedy tell do.. wo claim. and it only idea to Woo
at • hoe nod tato It. SAW tsr II II roe aJr• anysimam, of swamis Inaw of total AMAIN Swilled
yet most elective hasten 1w caldron, tense dd
Was. A guardlead, permanent home owe. TM
MILK VERDICT: "Itio Lapsed So Good Mite',
a OR. CJU.DVIELL'S SYRUP PEPSUil." Tait erotism
ban panty guarantee 1.g. 17 detainee*, 0. C.
PEPSIN SYRUP GO.
10741eldwell Midge Monticello, III.
Obt see
Gunnee-"Say. old man, haVe you
.timt your reason? You told me there
was a sale of old drawings gluing on
-Km Inreet."
Guyer- "well?"
fiunnere-"Why, instead of art
treasures. by Peke. I found a denUst
selling all the teeth he had extracted
Miring the last year "
Giteer "Ilbs' Don't you call that
a mile of old drays into"- Cheeses°
Newf.
There can be no eight mannera
without right motives.
PIL
'I haw .uffond wale Otos far Wady-els poems).... y.00 li.e.• 14.1 .44...ILL Wass Pali tot coward/4
C. papa . If U it., ond af .14
far ...yam . /ii;u. to la• ammo of • weak g sawed
gooks Sires 14 sat trual•le nio• at all. Cauoio door, w..lidors fin... I ale votively ot.=owl Ilk•  nadrasas.•• %Warw. &nyder. bsoolecta. 0.
Beef For
The bowets
P/••••al esi.t.sts. Pouliot. Tardweeed.illieo•,.•.0. ,A wallow et 431,1po. W.W.I/1e ge...A • n caortno 1•111.1 stamped I. CEufsra,itral to career your ntonuy bark?'
Storliac Remedy Co.. Chicago or N.Y. silgr
(111111AL SALE, TES NUM SONS
Ii Harbor of Callao, Peru-
Sailerswia Races.
JAI ties lentestetiated By l'erutneue
huh light and Gula l'errormatice
at Theatt•e--tainet el.
14EAMA N THE ILLINOIS
Lima, Feb. 25.--Afrer four days
the hattleships of the Anit•rican navy
still are as strong an attraction to
Peruvians as on the morning of their
arrival. ('roads continue to visit the
ships, where they are given every
facility for thorough inspection of the
great fighting mat:himas. Yesterday
there were 30,000 visitors In Callao.
The majority of them went out to 'the
anchorage.
During the visit of President Pardo
to the, three the beads of the Thild
division came ashore and played on
the Figuerdo embankment.
in ere regatta 'contest for six-oared
boats, the boat from the Peruviaa
transport, Iquitos, vimi. The distance
WSW two miles and the time of the
winning boat was 16:44 2'5. In the
race for twelve-oared boats, the cow
from the limislana finished first, and
that from the Georgia seecomL Prizes
wise handed the winners by President
Pardo. e -
The body of P. R. Lewis. a sailor
of the battleship Illinois, who died
Fraturday, was brought ashore yester-
day and interred. Fifty men from
Um Illinois attended the funeral.
A bull fight. took Place in the after-
noon and a big crowd came here from
Callao, several thousand sailors being
among the number. Last night there
was a gala performance at the theater.
SAND RANK RICH IN GOLD.
Old Time Miner Kays That Vancatavg.r
(dead Promiam to See stampede.
_ Vittoria. B. C.. Feb. 25.-1f the
news brought here proves correct,
Vancouver island will see a stampede
this summer unequaled 'since the daye
of the Klondike gold rush. In Beach
muds on Wreck bay at Sidney inlet
on the were coast a bank of rand 104.,
feet high has been found wOndroasir
rich in gold.
Walter Myles, an old time miner of-
Colorado and the Yukon, hinjust hae
numerous samples assayed, and the
results are said to he suMcient to
justify the wildest hopes. Sands pall
out about 5 to 15 cents a pall, and
t. yield varies from . $43 to $1o4 a
ton. Myles staked out eight claims.
"In all my experiences Ishave never
known this equaled,' Sala Myles.
"Near Beach sinds there is a plenti-
ful! suPply of water and every natural
circumstance is favorable to cleaning
up gold."
=NMI=
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
GREAT SKIN CURE STOW
XL SCOFF..
Medical ['Totalities Intenseed in Fat-
tened Wash ethical La Produting
Itemarkable Beelike,
Inman) Nees and permanent cures
have so invariably followed the use of
ste American preactiption ion the cure
of skin diseases that Europeau doc-
tors, always zealoua to lead in fields
of medical knowledge, are still direct-
tag hop:trim as tosthe trrgreetenie or
this external vegetable rentedy.
The makers of the preset !teem, tie
D. D. D. Cosopany of Chhee ,, are re-
ing frankly to such Ettiopean in-
quiries that this Eczema ieniedy is
simply oil of wintergreen eempound-
ed with other vegetable ingredients
of knowg. beating power eta le as thy-
mot and glycerine.
Apparently no case of no meter
how long standing can stand against
this simple remedy, knew!, as D. D.
D. Prescription. Here Is a typical
letter trim Mrs. E. Payne, of East
tattsburg, Pa.: "I had a horrible
breaking out on my legs and, feet. and
tried nearly all inedicines end salves
without result. The first bottle of D.
D. D. helped me andel m-cured a com-
plete Aure. net was two years age
and I hare had no trouble since.-
We have investigated the merits of
D. D. D. Prescription and believe It
to be the bs,st and quit I, •et cure for
skin dist-ass, - AC any rate, we pest-
taTely know that it titioe: away the
tilt just us soon as you apply a few
drops of the soothing Neel. Call for
free boeklet on careihd nutrition of
the skin and ask for a cak.• of D. D.
1). Soap. -H. W. Walker & Co,. •
WOMEN T(1 SIT, WN TO STAND.
St. Louis Police Captain Frame RIR
Avowing Ow Settee
St. Louis, Mo., Fel). - Police
Captain John N. Picket is preparing
a lee to be introduced in the munici-
pal assembly requiring all men In
street cars to remain standing till
evert minium is seated, under penalty
of a fine. . •
11•0 eatitien's ire was aroused when,
be rode downtown on a Bellefontatne
car and saw twenty men seated while
seeeral aimen, among them one 80,
years old and feeble, clung to straps.
A young woman finally gave up her
mat to the old woman, while the men
busied themselves' with their news-
pipers. -
ROGERS' LIVERWORT -
Tar and Omehalagna
?or the complete cure of Coughs.
Coals. Asthma and Bronchitis and all
hung complaints tending to Consume-
on, Liveruort. Tar and Wild Cherry.
beet. for ages maintained an estab-
lished reputation as a standard Cough
ifernedy. It. Contains Ito opium or
harmful drug; can be given with
safety to children. Price 11.00. Sold
by Artiggists. Williams' 1Ufae. Co..
Props., Cleveland, 0.
Grave of the Tichbonse Claitmad.
- While the subject of claimants ito
titles anti the-estates that go with them
Is in the air it Is Interesting to note
that in Paddington cemetery, 11'illes-
dan Lane. lies the Ipody of Arthur Or-
ton, who claimed to be Sir Roger Tich
borne. '
On his cofiln he was describef'as
such, but his miniature tombstone
bears merely one line, and that reads:
"No. 1.472.", Orton, fter serving
many years' imprisonment. appeared
on "the halls," and died in Star street
off Edware Road.-London Globe.
Did you ever try
GAS COKE
Ask some of our 200
customers about it.
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
VI
4.1
tri
PISO'S CURE
Parainstestossons
yield Immediately to Peio's
-Cww.--114- *haw the
mation. stob . the roi•gb
and healt lb, tar, raid mir-
fac.•. Cilr• can b. d,-
ja•fidod %Won to boy, la-n•
rrsUlts in al4xaghs
colds. Propellant lung
affections. By its fa thIal woe
many advanced coneagagdve
coughs have been
Pannassatly Cared •
rj
'COUGHS _COLDS
•
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one box
will cure any ordinary ease of Kiti
oey or bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes,. Seminal
Emissions, Weak and sLame Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Iliadder In both
filen and women. Sold at 60 seats
per box on the no cure no pay Usk
br McPherson's Drug store, Fourth
and Broadway. sole agent tor Padu-
cah, or sent by mail upon receipt of
price by Lark Medichia Co., Louis-
ville, Ky.
All the patent medicines and
toilet article. adverBeed in this
n sale atINat splaper 11.1; 0
arson Dr Store
lorlh sale of goodness.
MAIL SUBSIDY
IS DISCUSSED
In Senate and illallinger Open-
etI Debate.
Unusual spe.taele Witnes.p.ed In lious.
, When speaker teverrukel Daleelee
sellieolutian ti. Inveetigate,
Sol-TRIM\ STATES PEONAGE
Washington, Feb. 25.-Ocean mail
subsidy and currency legislation were
both subjects of speeches in the sen-
ate.
Gallinger opened the debate In
favor of h;s bill her an ocean dais
subsidy to build up an American mer-
chant marine-and hearas folalweel by
Depew, who strongly approved the
111e3.11U re.
Simmobe. of North Carolina. and
White, of Maryland, spoke in criti-
cism of the Aldrich bill, White an-
nouncing that he would not vote for
any measure now 'before the senate
The house was devoted to further con.
eke-ration ca the bill to revise tht
criminal code. •
The uneumal spectacle of the come
chairman, the speaker, on the floor o(
mittee on rules being overruled by its
the house was witnessed in that body,
much to the discomfiture of Daizell, 
k member of the rOftinilittee. Dalzek passed by Congress foritidtPng relieved
brought in a revolution providing for , operators wortigdmore riftn tone hours it
an invesegation. of peonage in the
day, has 
telegrapht  operators Blacantnot tg
southern states, but the speaker on secured. Itallrund companies ha% e cut rail.
that road wires Otto 'Telegraphy ik partments Iobjection by Mann (Illinotai heid 
It was not privileged. -Despite Del-
o-11's argument the speakerarefused le
alter his decision and the resolution
was recommitted.
The army appropriation bill, carry-
ing $15.007,566. was taken up. After
Hull (Iowa) had explained its pro-
visions, elay•den (Texas), criticised
DRAUGHON'S
Practical Business Colleges.
For booklet. "Why learn T.I• graphyr
tailor address Jn.J. 1. Itrauglion. Pres. at
l'ADVCAII-314 Broadway.
(Incorporated.)
(Indiana pleaded for increased pay for 
BretTNIeNTITAtin trniiits'•"'Xii•illi‘ce:pieg ey
''s is nit
the "enormous extravagances for mil- Illt.tUGHON'S copyrighted methods equate
enlisted men of the army. 
151K eileirsh 
write 
ere. astiteo i tlitrt U. I. tgliar RE-
PORT 
establishment," while Holiday
Hamilton. of Iowa, who fsvored tariff ear
reacORhes. Write for
band, Boot:keeping, eennuinship. etc., pr
pre...son lessons in short.
reform. and Washburn, of Massachu- 
38 (tenures in yr States.
seise, in favor of removing restric- 
IMAIV•iri.iits LLtarol or MOSSY BACK. Enter
Uwe; no vacation- Catalogue YILli.g.
Other speeches were delivered by
tions of the Sherman anti-trust law 
-
-in -certain cases. nate 
complaint to those in whom It 0-c-
curs. 
is a most distressing and obsti-
Ilk:coney Easily Stopped.
r•-garding organizations of merchants
We do not refer, of course, to
the hiccough attendant upon veil
i.rostration of the system, but those
instances (very frequent. Indeed) of a
simple spasmodic condition o4 stomach
and esophagus whiet assails the indi-
vidual without any other symetom of
disease, and In the treatment of which
anti-spasmodics1 prove laerte
Igglief can be obtained by directing
the patient to hold the arms straight
above the head and to keep inspiring
as long as is feasible, so as to reteht
the air In the lungs for ac long a peri-
od as possible.-Ex. •
The membership of the Philipplhe
commission will be increased by one
member if the bill passed by the sen-
ate becomee a law. Senator Dodge
txplained that the increase- in mein
liership was necessary to make the
whole number nine which would make
easier the keeping of a quorum at
Manila.
Mesas-sing the financial question in
the house, Hamilton. of Iowa, con-
tended that one of the remedies that
ought to be applied was that the na-
tional government should prevent
stock gambling, watering of stock
and differeaces that it In grew,
money centers. In consequence of
these evils, he deolared, there wee
being withdrawn from the legitimate
channels of trade finances that should
go toward takih care of the products
of the land.
Speaking of the president's recent
special message Hamilton said the
president was logkally right in, hie
financial views therein expressed.
Tho bill to revise the criminal code
of the United States was passed by
the committee of the whole of the
senate and was ordlered reprinted
with Imendments so that it might be
put upon its passage.
Coffsideratean of the  Fowler cur-
rency bill continued in the executive
minion by the house committee on
banking and currency. At the clots
of an all-day session Fowler mid:
"The committee is working in har-
mony and Is making excellent pro-
gress with the hill. Thus far eighteen
of the thirty-nine sections have bees
canvassed, tentative amendments be
Mg agreed to as we progressed, The
clause*providing for federal guaranty
of national bank depoolts was 41a
enemy'. The clause providing tor sub-
stitute currency has been considered
and passed without material amend-
ment. When the examination by sec-
tions has been completed the
tentatively revised will be printed and
again thrown open to discussion bv
the committee In executive session."
The sub-committee of the house on
postualcen and post marls voted to re-
port favorably the bill to authorize an
appropriation of $3,600 for higher
contract pi-lees for carrying United
States mail between Pacific coast
ports and the meek and between
United States ports Md ports of ittotith
America.
Winhurn Joins theTNalti.
('astle. Ky.. Feb. 25.-George
Winhern, a tobacco arower on the
Trimble county line near -Pendleton,
has Jointed the Society of Equity and
it was thus that It ('Mme about:
Two nights ago thirty masked men
called Winburo from his house and
asked him what be meant by making
tobacco sticks.
Mr. Winburn replied that be In. ,
tended to raise a crop tof tobacco.
"1/ you to we will burn your
barn," said the leader, "and then
bang you to the big tree over yon-
der"
I
M 
rWrinburn will not raise a cro
this
yea y
PILES! PILES! PILES!
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles
It absorbs the rumors, allays itching
at once, acts as a poultice, gives in-
stant relief. Williams' Indian Pile
Ointment is prepared for Piles and
itching of the private parts. Solt by
druggists. mall 50e and $1.00. ‘'11-
llama' M'f'g. Co.. Props., Cleveland,O.
Ransone--leever judge a am by
the umbrella he carries. Beckly-No,
i; may not be hia.-St. Louis Times.
MEN MO MOM.
Ow litg 0 for ensatand
alas disellart•alnimairaktia411,
trrttadow or etcerad
S.,,. of onto.. =emanates.
PIONS*. taalailwa Paintele, and not illaria•
fussOmmaii OS. gest of yoiso•olla.
11.1111110, Illedd by Drullealta.
S. 111. k ow det Is plain af•1110t.by .g ,,..e. prow& tar
Infle. or El bel.11asell.76.
Comm sms ea semea.
'If You Wald to
Make Good
tonight,take your best
girl a box of
Whitman's
Candy.
50c40c==80c
The Pound
AT
S. IL WINSTEAD
Drugglat
Seventh and Eroadwgy,
.MIIIII
EISTABLisHED Isei
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADteklII, KENTUCKY. I
UNITED STATES DEIVOSITOILIN.
Capital, Surplus Mid Usidivided Profits . $4410,000 00
Shan Itettlere Responeiblley •  goomou tal
Total leaposteibility -to Depositors  600,000 00
S. 11. HUGHES, Preaideet, JOS. J. FRIEDMAN, Vice., Pee...Went.
J. O. UTTERBACK. Cashier. C. E 111(•11Attelli)Ne Abet. Cashier.
INTEREST PAID ON TOIL DEPOSITS.
. DIRECTORS. •
A. E. AKSP %CHER, S. B. HUMES. S. A. 1P.OWLER. J. L. FREED-
MAN, J. C. UTTERBACK. DR J. G. BROOKS, IlltACK OWEN.
.F
-
AMERICAN-GFRMAN
0
Several
rooms,
Rod!';
janitor
reasonable.
R
desirable
water,
service
on second
::
RENT
offices
light,
included;
:: ::
NATIONAL
and
heat
and
third
and
prices
:: :: ::
BANK
LITIll 1 1111 NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLUil. ELL.
D. A. Raney, Prep.
110•00-•••
rewind aad beat hotel in the city,
Estee WOO. Two large aamyk
looms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
the oaly centrally located Hotel la
he city.
COMMERCIAL P4TIO0111,131 110.
LICE11113.
EVANSVILLE. P ED SCE AND
CAIRO LUCIE
(IncorpoiratedL).
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACIEST.
(Daily Except Sunday.) _
Steamers Joe Ferrier and John '11.
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
'THEATTE.1MKIT DICK FOWLER 
leave. Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily, ft-
:opt Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without mersIS
aad room. Good music and Cabal un-
surpassed.
'For further information apply to
SA. Fowler, Gereral Pass. Agent, 01
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's OSeo.
First and Broadway.
ST. LOUIS A TENNESSIM RIVER
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tenamemee Rives
Every Wednesday at 4p, es.
A. W. WRIGHT Mantes
EUGENE ROBINSON ,  Clerk
This company Is not responsllee
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special el cursion rates from Padu-
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah ovary
Weduesdaf at 4 p. m.
Ye Ire
headquarters For
Choice Rows
Carnations
Narcissus
Violets and
Artistic
Floral
Design,.
'Paducah Kg.
J 'I3 buy horses,sell horses,board horsesdo a treneral
livery business.
kafilly liter'. CO mpany
• Feud V. sel hatook; ht.
•
e
Greatness never waa. bought by the
•0,
FAGS 111011fr THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
•
si•vsoly, maid.' 4)4Y kg. •
a
I•
41111•1101=111111111111111111MIIMIMMIll&
SPECIAL FOR THURSDAY
With each 50 cent purchase
of Parachamph we give one
25c CAKE OF PARA-
CAMPH SOAP FREE!
J. D. BACON, DRUGGIST
Cor. 7th and Jackson Sts.
Nammilliall111111.11111111111111M111111111IIIIIIIIMI
SON OB KING
JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER
t'LATM HO'. IL
King Egberi, Ilf FsigLmi. II
Are, .44.1..
married Hannah Punderson and their
son, Miles Avert. moved to Great Bar
ASSAULT TO KILL
BY RIVER IAN
Alter Making Up Quarrel He
Embraces 'Victim.
aud will not mak. .ry more trips this
week (torn Evinsv...e and return. The
Joe i tovv iielor will be lu tomorrow (rota
K 
The packet Clyde arrived at 16:30
o'clock last nIgint tioni the Tent -see
and h
this 
at ingwento:rntoJerppa to unload tunb e
The J. B. Finley passed up the
Ohio last night vs th a big tow os
empties se, route tu Louisville_
The Lola Ilk Warren returned from
taking • tow to Joppa hurt night.
The towboat Harth went at the
fro Formes: OennSinia Believed to Ugly° mioes this morting with a- tow of
hilted a Earlawr at lolcoltato'n eitmtlest and will return with a low of
Hotel Last 1"ear. coal for the West Kentucky Coal com-
pany.
The Reaper is due ln from Mem.
Phis tomorrow with a tow of entptiesSUSPECTED OF TWO Mr11117ERE
for the West Kentucky Coal cum-
_ Pan?.
The Georgia Lee will be in from
(Aire, llT Feb. 25.-An ugly -cut- Memphis late this afternoon on her
ting affray took place last evening Is.
the saloon of Erward J. Maley. on
Ohio street. below Fourth. The vie-
CM was a kneel:mason named Thomas
Hickens, the cutest being a river mare
known as "Little Arkansas" and re-,
garded by the police as a dangerous
man.
r tate, and Godfrey and Lucy were the
parents of John D's father, Or. Wil-
liam A v ry ito.•kefeller. ---,New York
man-
•
way to Memphis.
The Buttorff is due tomorrow morn-
ing from Clarksville and ieave at noon
for Nashville.
The Martha 11. lietelen ived
from the Tennessee river strrda)
afternoon with a tow of t and went
on t Joppa with her t
engem, where or married Melinda if alerears that the two had.ensaged . The Queen CR) due from Pitts-
Pixley in -71-reir_ daughter was 11 a quarrel a abort time before the burg at 5 o'clock Is everting with A
Lucy Avry, who married Godfrey 
rutung, 
on .the street, but had ap_ large number passengers tround for. 
Newfront one of the German parently made it up, "Arkansas" hag- ()riven to attend the Marti:( 1%
.itit-usents over the line in New York ging Hickens in token of.reatored Gras, whipd cot:unit:revs March S.
friendship. They then went into the I The
The discovery that the father of
John D. Rockefeller, William Avery
- .Rockefeller, lived a double :ife, has
led genealogical sharps to delve still
further into the Rockefeller ances-
try, and has brought out the fact that
' the famous John D. Is not only of New
England stock, but can trace his an-
cestry right bark to blue-blooded Bos-
ton itself. It also devylops that John
0 's grandfather :34 Operations back
was King Eigbert of England, and
that he can claim le different Kings
of England for his family tree.
Still more. One of his an.estors was
King Duncan- of Scotland. murdered
by Macbeth: and, of course. Duncin's
eon Malcolm, who succeeded Macbeth
on the throne. Several European Em-
perors and Kings. St. Louis and two or
three noted churchmen and a large
number of nobles of_ royal rank also
stand up to be counted 'for the Stand-
ard Oil King.
In New England the Rockefeller de-
scent is found in the genealogy of the
ATM' family. Christopher Avery be-
ing the founder. Christopher lived 2'
years ago on the site of the
Boston postofilce on an create tha
him 4.0 'pound'. This man
Rockefeller's first Am
eestor, IA as a WPAVVP wh
England to live in G
cording to the court
one thne fined ther
cost
risto,
scan an
awe from
uteater. Ac-
rd's he was at
-for failing to,live-
ov
'width his 
'wife.7ed that he was "a
his fine was remit-
ted when he
very olde nod leaore man," and
that he was willing to live w:th bi
wife, bet she was not willing to live
with tear. He went to Boston to live
after a time and, finally removed to
New London, Conn where he died,
ilis son James married a Boston we
man, Joan Greewelade, and about
16:io he became cue of the founders
of Groton. Conn . serving the town for
years in (be legislature, as did 104 of
his descendants after him.
James' son. Samuel Avery, married
Susannah Palmes. who is credited with
the distinguished apcesters in England
lead the eantiamet. Samuel:seem &Win
phrey married Jerusha Morgan, of
°rotes. Hunrphrey'b an Solomon
Was It Fair?
me-
ellgagetzteut?
Rey= M.
tea m
Ii
av
c etch.
it in breaking off the
decidedly. What do you
3 •
Ii. about forty! Better drink it
It may be your last chance.-
A secret is something that a Woman
doesn't know.
.In Prussia only 41,017 of lee,0011
attempts at aulcIde were ielocessful.
BAND DATERS
Are of treat
Consequ e ace
By the turn of a band you
have the correct date to 1912.
The cost is small and tbs
time saved is no comparison.
The Diamond Stamp Works
111 TM M. Pima 351
The Bijou
EVANOELI NE
Positively the most beautiful and impressive motion pie-
are aver producid. -
An adaptation in six magnificent scenes from the poem of
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
Only One Afternoon aid Evening
Wednesday, February 26
2:00 to 6:00 and 7:00 to 10:30.
Cts-Admission--5 Cts
The Six Great Scenes
"Ye who believe in affection thit
topes, and endures and us patient,
Ye who belie. In the reality and
• strength o' wotnanli devotion,
Liss to the mournful tradition
still sung by tie pines of the forest
• Liss to the tale of love In ArCadie,
holm of the happy." •
- 11CON$ 1-THE BETROTHAL Fin:4m I AiRCAOIA.sops, 11-THE READING OF THE iii1CliffE OF BANISH-
NI ENT Air TIM 0141114(,11 1)00it
10,11M1 Ilf-DRIVEN INTO EXILE TOE BURNING Vile
- 11114DARKING ON Tilin WARribillPS
Fratiric - EVANGELINE'S SE %RUH IN THE BAYOUS
(II' LOUISIANA
gOlatif V 11,ER LAST HOPIO--A'T THE JESCIT M144SION
01.010Km
SOWS V4 - EV VNGIELINE FINDS omittrEf. ON HIS
Dihe114 map 116 A P1!1LADIOLPIIIA HOSPITAL.
.60
saloon and Hickeas was standing UP
near the automatic piano, listening to
the music and quite unsuspecting
when "Arkansas" reached out
,eincinnatl 
Evansvilie-
I Florence 
[ Johnsonville 
!Louisville
'Mt. Carmel 
Nashville
Pittsburg
St. leeils  
Mt Vernon
Perin. ise
Burneides
Carthage
as a flash made another
the man's abdomen.
deep into the neck. teng a gash to
the bone all the s from the tip of
one tar to the of the other. The
cut on the lomen was also a bad
one. bat t knife did not penetrate
In° car
T wounded man was hurried to
th capital, wheie Dr. Field attended
m. The doctor gave irlss his op.n-
ion that the wounds are not fatal. if
erysipelas does not set In.
"Arkansas" Is a towboat Man who
has been coming to Cail I f.0 riodicall)
for years. He is known to the police
as a desperate character. Report has
it that some years ago he killed three
men' in a bow car at centralia, but
circumatauces were ia his favor and
he was never prosecuted.
ENJOYABLE-
W %Si PROGRAM AT EPIS41,P %I.
litrt sE 1. 1sT
1 aceliest: and Varied Attest Gore, Were
1 . leTered Audience That tested...di
Room.
Encores succeeded encores at the
i entertainment given at Grace Espirito-
eel parish house last night. Some of
the hest talent in the city participated
and the general excellence and varlets
of the entertainment kept the audi-
ence that filled the joom delighted.
I Mr. Joseph Desberger gave a read-
ing from J. Whitcoinb Riley. with liv-
r iug pictures. These were portrayed
by the toliowing:
I "A Discouraging Model" - 381se
'Katterine Quigiey.
"Little Orpliant Annie."-Itisees
a Clolbett, Jennie Resins
Reach. Susan Porter Sleeth. Master
Henry Da!laumw.emMiss Lucia Powell and
I. 
owboat "Eagle, which Is tied
the Tennessee with the rest o:
Eagle fleet, will leave for St. Louie
e last of this wo k or probably the
first of next. week. r just irs-soon as
though to embrace him again, byrin. they can work in the Mississ.ppi river
without encountereig any Ire.stead, Willa devilish laugh. dew a
knife across Hickens' neck Mid quick Capt. John Stre.t, aho gent out on
ke across the Chattanooga last week as pilot,
e knife sunk returned last night on the C:esie
William Rowctfu took Captain Street's
place as pilot on the Chattanooga at
Savannah.
Charlie Mitchel will go On the
Clyde as second mate.
Capt. John .Warren, of St. Louis.
and Capt. Henry Partee, of Cairo. are
'Mote on the Russell Lord. The Rus-
sell Lord has a five months' lob tow-
ing ties front White river to ('alto.
'Capt. Young Taylor started to have
lumber to his farm on the Hinklevi-ie
road, four miles from town. to Meld
a tenant hotne and this spring rant
lain Taylor experts to put up a $ 4 .e..0
dwelling on his farm.
nomads.
The Oho, at Evansville. will'tom-
mence falling this afternoon or to-
night and fall for an indefinite period.
At Mt. Vernon, will rise slightly 10'
12 to 24 hours. At Paducah and
Cairo will rise slightly 24 to 36 hours.
The Tennessee, from Florence to
below Johnsonville will continue fel:-
ing.
The Wssissippi from he-'w St
Louis-TO- slightly above Cairo, will
coptinue. falling during the next 30;
hours.
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmel, will
rise slightly during the next :IC hours.
Quarrel Resuks in lettooting.
Carnal. ill.. Feb. 25.-Forewing
renewal of an old quarrel, Walter Hol
brook, a farmer, shot Fred Norman
i when the two met near Junction lateyesterday. Norman was wounded
twice and is dying. Sheriff Galloway
arrested Holbrook.
COLORED CEMETERY
WILL er PROVIDED AT JACKSON'
-- HILl. RV CUTT.
"Our Hired Girl"-Miss Henri Al
cott and Dr. Howell.
"That Old Sweetheart of Mine"-
Misses Elizabeth Kirkland, Katherine
Powell, Susan Porter Sieeth, Jennie,
Rosina Reach. 'Edith Sherrill. Sophia
Kirk:and, Faith Langstaff and Master
Henry- Burnett.
Solo --Mr Bvert Thompson
Accompanist-Mr. Will Gilbert.,
Act 11--"Fennell, the Violin Maker
if Cremona."
Taddeo Persil-Mr, Ed Paxton.
Flippo-Mr' J. A. Young.
Sandro-Mr. Richard Scott.
Gianina--Mise Lillian Lancaster.
River Stages.
c.riro  44.3 0:1 rise
Chattanooga  7.8 -4.4 fall
33.8 3.8 fill
4.I5 4.6 tali
8.0 1.0 fal.
23.7 1.4 fall
15.8 5.4 fail
11.1 0.1 rise
131 1.5 fall
4.5 0.5
11.4 4.4 rtm.
 41.5 0.2 (al 
40.0 0.1 rise
4.6 1 6 fall
7.8 08 fal
itiv,r stage at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing read 40.8, a rise of 0.1 since yea
Win) morning.
Th.. I. N Hook arrived Prom the
Tenneseee this morning and took her
tow .1 ties'on to Joplin. She will
lekve,kmmediately ?or the Tennemee
. after nether
The John It ins will not make
her p tods iin account ef 'raking
tionnailmfost Visited $ite and Win se.
h.ct Mot Before the Marl+
City Engineer Washington. Alder-
men Hannan. Miller and Stewart. and
Councilman Duvall accompahied
Mayor Smith on a tour of inspertket
of the new cemetery grounds on
"Jackson's Hill." yesterday afternoon
and before another council nieeting
the coMinittse will decide what por-
tion of the cemetery property is to be
allotted to colored people, that It may
be Owed in readiness for that pur-
pose. The section in Oak Grove used
by the colored people has all been
taken up
Profane language has no charm for
a man, who won't even swear at an
alarm clock.
Spring Time
is the time to
feed
B.A.THOMAS' 
Stock and !Wiry Foods
Uoiltry supplies of all
hinds. the only exeln-
seed ,tore in Paducah.
M.J.YoppSecd Co.
124$ tftsal. MS Phase 243
e.-
K. Gl'THRIN & CO. THE SATDSFA(nOity- STORE GUTHRIE &
A Sale of VV men's Waists that
Will Se the Town Talking
• 
t
New Spring
Waists
At prices which
will appeal to
your pocket-book.
Note the illustrations
and numbers, then see
the prices below. 34.1
THIS sale of Waists will begi t Wednesday and last untilS iturday. But we advise ypu to come earl; as the
btiying is to be lively. Be here when the doors open tomor-
row morning, for this is your money saving opportunity. •
There are several hundred waists included in this sale--
every one is new and fresh -the newest and best styles. Open
back or front. Long or short sleeves. All are in white, sheer
lawn, batiste, laandkerch'ef linen and mull, beautifully trimmed
in many ways, notably with Valenciennes Lace, Irish Lace,
the new Shadow Embroidery and English Eyelet Embroidery.
The above illustrations only give you a vague idea of the
beauty and fine quality of the garments. They must be seen
lo be appreciated. Note these REDUCTIONS:
No. 500-Regularly $i.25, sale
No. 507-:"Regularly $1.25, sa!e
No. 512-Regularly $1.75, sale
No. 51c1,-Regularly $1 75, sale
No. 522 - Regularly $2.25, sale
No. 528-Regularly $2.50, sale
No. 513?-Regularly $3.00, sale
No. 538 -Regularly $3.00, sale
No. 543-Regularly $3 50, sale
price 98c
price
price _1_ _.$1 29
price _$1.39
price ___.$1.69
pr ice
price r19
price
price 49
Remember, these are only a few of the many bargains in waists
we offer from Wednesday to Saturday. 'Come! Don't delay
You'll regret it if you don't attend this sale.
No Waists
Will Ite
Exchanged 
No 11:21iti
Seittrost
_ _ dlpfulval
FOR TAFT
EINANCUAL INTERESTI4 TIE To
sib:cite:TAM' OE WAR.
hi Not Like Hashes' Most itecent
Utterance% on Certain Subjects
mod Hie At-b.
A spec al to the Courier Journal
says:
"The announcement is now being
made in many 'garters that the finan-
cial wing of the Republieen party has
decided to accept Secretary Taft as
the /Minium Their mama for doing
so, as .1 It. Vas the fear
they might have to endure four years
mote of Itoofirevelt, There was a time
when this element loolurd With favor
upon the candidacy of Governor
Hughes.' but they are said to be for
Taft now to a man That Charles E.
Hughes has lost the support of the
financial wing to the administration
candidate was stated by your corm-
spondeet some tirsie ago. One cause
was the recommendation in his an-
nual message for an extension of the
control of the public serve,'commis-
sion over telephone and telegraph
companies. The financial wing con-
cluded from that time that the gov-
ernor was a more dangerons man than
the secretary of war.
"Mr. Hoehn has widened the
breach by his insistelsen upon the re-
moval of Superintendent Kelsey, who
has pot been as Timone* in "Hort-log
the oow lawn Whitt our taireranee
companies as to sheet. lave
.ind his granting of the petition -11f the
c
yr,.ecutra t 4' II ft• trust In th.•
place of District Attorney Jerome"
Harriniaal Will hulk! ilbselter.
City of Mezioo, Feb
Harriman and amoclates will erect alarge smelter at the port of %Nowlin,
out the Pacific °oast of Mesleo. according to the statement of Epee Ran-
dolph, the -principal representatite ofMr. Harriman In the southwest • (Ithe concession for the smelter was
ribtained several mouths agu by ('at.
W. C. Green," of New York It has
Jura been transferred to the Harri-
man interest*. The new miteredwhieh Mr. Harriman and assoelates
are building down the Pacific elope
of Meeker from Guaymas, wile resell
Mazatlin by the time the new smeiter
IS finished. A rich mineral region is
trIhtitarv to Massimo.
'T. • Pop, what , isoblirior^
'('on ,m) Pop--4)ett4na emsrled tfl 4
famous woman, my eon
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